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CREDENTIALING IN CALIFORNIA: ALTERNATIVES FOR GOVERNANCE 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This paper discusses alternative governance structures that 
could improve the performance of credentialing as well as enhance 
the teaching profession in California. 

After exploring the present governance structure and the 
issues that surround credentialing, the following alternative 
governance structures appear feasible. 

1. The Current Independent Commission. 

The present structure holds symbolism for the teaching 
profession. Standards for teacher preparation and credentialing 
are the responsibility of the independent commi ssion. 
Unfortunately, the Commission's inability to set goals, name 
priori ties, address major policy issues and provide leadership 
for the profession has severely damaged its reputation as a 
policy making body. Moreover, the Commission acts defensively 
and knows that it is an easy target for leg is la ti ve change. 
Conceivably, the Commission's direction and focus could be 
changed with legislative mandates. 

i. A Bureau within the State Department of Education. 

Under this structure, credentialing would return to its 
former status as a bureau where it resided before the Ryan Act 
(1970). The State Board of Education would regulate credentialing 
and the bureau would be under the administration of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. Credentialing would be 
within the mass and inertia of the State Education Department. 
Lost would be its most important attribute, accessibility to 
interest groups and individuals. 

3. A Semi-Autonomous Commission within the State 
Department of Education 

The Commission would move within the State Department of 
Education under the policy umbrella of the State Board of 
Education and the admi ni stra tion of the Superintendent. I nterest 
groups and individual s would have access, but their influence 
would be reduced. The Commission would continue to regulate 
professional standards and have greater status than as a bureau. 

4. An Independent Commission Reporting to the 
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State Board of Education 

Under this model, the State Board could "direct and control" 
the Commission and the State Superintendent or his representative 
could be executive secretary. The State Board would provide 
policy direction and the Superintendent would administer the 
Commission, but it would be independent of the State Department 
of Education. Moreover, it would retain its independent status· 
that is symbolically important to the profession. 

If a commission is retained in credentialing, other changes 
could be made. The present twenty-three member Commission could 
be reduced in size to make it more workable, perhaps by reducing 
the public members. Education practitioners could be given a 
majority on the commission to symbolize the importance of 
teachers controlling their own profession. Commissioners could 
be appointed by the State Board or the Superintendent. 
Presumably, appointments more in the interest of education would 
be made. If the Commission is placed under the direction of the 
State Board of Education, perhaps goals and priorities would 
emerge. Hopefully, leadership and an enhanced profession would 
follow. 

In the current mood of reform, an important issue is to be 
able to attract and retain able teachers in the classroom. If an 
improved governance structure contributes to an enhanced and more 
attractive teacher profession, the path to follow is clear . 
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PRBPACB 

Understanding the issues that surround credentialing in 
California is, at best, difficult. The history of credentialing 
starts before statehood and has never been without complexity, 
controversy and problems. This tradition continues today. In 
the several months that I undertook this study, each time I felt 
some understanding of the issues, a new dimension opened. For 
this reason, I am not ready to claim the title of "expert." I 
prefer that of "observer," attempting to find reasonable 
explanations. 

The following page lists the individuals that I would like 
to thank for helping in the creation of this paper. Everyone 
that I talked with was responsive and willing to help me 
understand the issues and problems surrounding credentialing. 
This is expecially true for those commissioners and staff of the 
Commission on Teacher Credentials with· whom I met. They were 
both cooperative and open in answering my queries. I would like 
to give special thanks Michael Kirst of Stanford, Ken Lane, James 
Stone, and David Losk of University of California, Berkeley, my 
brother-in-law Wadim Kolosovich, and my wife, Ludmila, for their 
editorial comments and guidance. Judy Snow, PACE secretary, has 
provided invaluable support. I would like to thank Dayna Davis 
and Jean Thompson for typing the manuscript. But most of all, I 
would like to thank James Guthrie for his patience, guidance and 
encouragement. 

The contents of the paper are solely my responsibility, and 
the opinions, analysis and conclusions cannot be attributed to 
the PACE Project or its co-directors, Michael Kirst and James 
Guthrie. 

Ralph Brott 
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the next few years, California will require a large 
number of new teachers. The policies currently in effect and 
those made in the near future will influence the nature of the 
future teaching force. Responsibility for attracting and 
retaining able teachers resides with the State and its associated 
bodies and agencies which make educational policy. The 
performance of one of these agencies, the Commission of Teacher 
Credentialing, is regarded as questionable by policy makers and· 
observers of the education scene. They assert that credentialing 
can be more effective, especially if the governance structure is 
modified or changed. 

This paper explores the issues and problems surrounding 
credentialing and the present governance structure. Alternatives 
are suggested which may improve the Commission's performance, as 
well as, enhance the teaching profession. The present governance 
structure is described followed by critics' perception of the 
Commission on Teacher Credentialing. Then the present and three 
alternative structures are described. For readers who are 
interested, a history of the Fisher and Ryan Acts' reform efforts 
is presented in Appendix 1. 

Hopefully, the perceptions and ideas presented will be used 
to focus on the issues and problems of credentialing and 
stimulate further discussion. Ideally, positive actions and an 
enhanced profession will result. 
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THE PRESENT STRUCTURE OF CREDENTIALING 

Teachers in California currently are credentialed by the 
Commission of Teacher Credentialing (CTC) which was created by 

the Licensing Law of 1970 (Ryan Act). 1 The commission is composed 
of twenty-two members representing various interests and includes 
five non-voting, ex-officio members. There are seven public 
representatives, three public school teachers, one counselor, one 
administrator, two school board members, and three university
faculty members, one of whom is a teacher educator. The above 
members are appointed by the governor and confirmed by the State 
Senate. The five ex-officio members represent the Trustees of the 
California State University, the Regents of the University of 
California, the Association of Independent California Colleges 
and Universities, the Superintendent of Public Instruction and 
the California Postsecondary Education Commission. 

The Commission is independent of the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction and the State Department of Education. The 
State Board of Education has veto powers over the Commission's 
regulations, but such veto power is rarely used. Presently, 
there is only ad hoc coordination between the commission and the 
State Department of Education or the State Board of Education. 
The ex-officio member appointed by the Superintedent of Public 
Instruction represents his office. The CTC employs its own 
executive secretary and determines what policy issues, 
regulations and research questions will be addressed. 

Activities of the commission are financed through credential 
fees, which have a statutory limit of forty-dollars per 
credential application. Consequently, revenues are subject to 
the number of applications received. This year is especially 
difficult; applications are down thiry percent due to the effects 
of the California Basic Educational Skills Test (CBEST). CBEST, a 
credentials requirement since February, 1983, has a thirty 
percent failure rate for first-time takers. 

The Commission has two basic functions; the first is to 
credential educators, who are then eligible to be employed in 
California I s public schools. The second is to conduct program 
reviews of California's teacher training institutions and certify 
that they meet the commission• s standards. The CTC does not 
assure the quality of teachers. Credentialing, as it currently 
exists, simply verifies that a candidate fulfills minimum 

1. It then had the name of Commission on Teacher Preparation and 
Licensing. The name was changed to the Commission on Teacher 
Credentialing in 1983. 
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specified requirements before a credential is issued. The only 
assurance of quality is that a candidate has completed an 
"approved progam" at a teacher training institution. Credential 
technicians, either at the colleges or in Sacramento, determine 
whether candidates have acquired the necessary college units and 
degrees, passed relevant tests, and have an institutional 
recommendation. Fifty-eight credentials, permits and documents 
can be issued under present statutes. Most have been mandated by 
the legislature. For teachers who began their training under 
previous laws, there are 112 additional "grandfathered". 
credentials that the commission can re-issue. (See Appendix 2 
for a list of the credentials that can be issued.) The 
"grandfathered" credentials account for one-third of the 
approximately 100,000 credentials (70,000 estimated in 1983/84) 
issued each year. 

The Commission is unable to determine which of its 1.1 
million credential holders compose the 240,000 credentialed 
employees in California's schools. Consequently, it currently is 
impossible to extract statistics concerning credential types, the 
depth of training or the fields of preparation of the teaching 
force. Needless to explain, the numbers of individuals teaching 
outside their fields or with less-than-full credentials are 
unknown. 

Program review consist of two parts. One part is reviewing 
subject matter content and the other is approving professional 
preparation in California's sixty-seven colleges and universities 
that offer preparation for public schools. Subject matter majors 
and minors commonly taught in public schools are reviewed as 
submitted on paper. If a subject matter program meets specified 
criteria, it is granted an examination "waiver." A teacher 
candidate who does not graduate from one of the state's 1019 
subject matter "waiver" programs must pass· the subject matter 
portion of the National Teachers Examination to obtain a 
credential. 

The other part of program review is approval of professional 
preparation. This· consists of obtaining assurances that such 
programs meet the minimum standards established by the 
Commission. Attempts are presently being made to review each of 
the 705 credential programs every five years. The CTC sends a 
representative eight weeks in advance to conduct an initial 
review, mostly of documents which are collected for the review 
team. During the formal review, as three member team is required 
to make contact with individuals both within the institution and 
in the field who are involved with the teacher training program 
and have hired teachers from the program. Generally, program 
review focuses on processes within teacher training institutions 
and not on the quality of performance of its graduates. Perhaps 
the most effective part of program reviews is that institutions 
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are forced to assess themselves. 

Operating under and appointed by the Commission is the 
statutory seven-member Committee of Credentials which 
investigates applicants and credential holders for allegations of 
unfitness and incompetence. Approximately ten percent of all 
applications undergo scrutiny for past legal offenses and an 
increasing number of cases are being acted upon (Appendix 3). 
Most of the actions taken against present credential holders are 
for sexual offenses. Complaints concerning incompetence are 
received, but the difficulty that the districts encounter of · 
collecting legal evidence and the expense of litigation severely 
limits enforcement activities. 

The Commission also performs research. However, this 
function is limited by a small research staff that must also 
engage in program review activities and by the CTC • s slender 
computer capability. Currently, there is little coordination 
with the State Education Department research efforts or with the 
Consolidated Programs Description Database (CPDD), the State 
Department of Education's information system. Of the 1.1 million 
credential holders going back to 1915, only the applicants for 
the most recent years have been entered on computer tape. Due to 
the limited staff, limited computer capability, and limited 
coordination with the State Department, a rich research resource 
is wasted. 

The CTC also conducts research on school curriculum. The 
information gained is used to advise institutions of higher 
education of the school curriculum needs and the knowledge 
required by teachers. Presently, no curriculum planning or 
coordination takes place with State Department or the Curriculum 
Commission. Public school policy and decision making are 
fragmented among several agencies, bodies, and individuals. The 
State Board of Education, State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, State Department of Education, Commission of Teacher 
Credentialing, Assembly and Senate and their respective education 
committees, Department of Finance, Legislative Analyst Office, 
the Governor and his education advisor, all greatly influence 
public school policy making. Because of its placement in the 
governance structure, its small size and its ineffective 
performance in providing leadership and addressing major 
credentialing issues, policy makers, observers and critics 
consider the CTC to be a weak policy making body. 
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LICENSING AND CREDENTIALING PROBLEMS 

Some individuals forcefully argue that the purpose of 
credentialing is to measure the quality of teacher preparation 
and to keep poor teachers out of the classroom. Others argue 
with equal force that credentialing is a means of setting minimum 
standards and is not designed to monitor the quality of an 
individual teacher's preparation. Still others would like to 
model teacher credentialing along the lines of medicine and law 
licensure and thus encourage teaching to attain full professional· 
status. Unfortunately, there are fundamental differences that 
separate school teachers from other professions. Among these 
differences are that teachers do not (l) presently possess a 
defined body of knowledge that is not generally known to the lay 

public, 2 ( 2) control licensure or entry requirements into the 
profession, (3) have autonomy in decision making about the work 
environment, and (4) have high social status and economic 
standing. Moreover, public school teachers are civil servants, 
public employees, not individually independent practitioners 
plying their skills like physicians and attorneys. In addition, 
there is an inconsistency; credentials are legally required to 
teach in public but not in private schools. At best, teaching 
currently is a weak or quasi profession. 

Credentialing traditionally ensures that minimum 
requirements are met before a credential is issued. 
Responsibility for the candidates• competence resides with the 
teacher preparation institution. These institutions are 
financially rewarded for the quantity, not the quality of their 
students. With financial and other pressures that exist in 
teacher education, the quality control function is often 
overlooked. 

Since the beginning of credentialing in the last century, 
standards for teachers have been continually rising, mostly 
through increased credential requirements. Most reforms have 
been based on the "common sense•• assumption that teachers who are 
academically well qualified will produce greater achievement in 
students. Although this assumption does not have strong links to 
reasearch, it continues to dominate credentialing reforms. 
Unfortunately, some of the qualities that are attributed to an 
effective teacher are not always measurable. Persistence, 

2. Stoddart, Losk and Benson (1984) assert that a defined body of 
knowledge does exist. Considerable progress has been made in 
teacher effectiveness, psychology, teaching and learning styles, 
etc. in the last few years. The present teaching force does not 
possess much of this knowledge. 
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organizational ability, personal warmth, a caring attitude and 
the ability to handle children are not easily amenable to 
measurement. Nevertheless, educational policy makers continue to 
pursue the idea of raising the quality of the teaching force 
through more stringent academic requirements. 

Despite the difficulty in designing a structure that will 
identify potentially good or poor teachers, there are many 
individuals who perceive that California's licensing structure is 
less effective than it ought to be. Criti.cs assert that the 
system should lend itself to inducing able people into the 
profession, raising the status of teachers, maintaining high 
academic standards, and structuring a bureaucracy that does not 
frustrate the profession that it oversees. 

The criticisms of the Commission of Teacher Credentialing 
are based upon a number of interviews and readings, and cannot be 
attributed to any one individual or group. The conclusions 
reached are, in the author's opinion, a consensus among observers 
of the Commission. However, in an effort to be unbiased, the 
author interviewed several observers and individuals associated 
with the CTC before attending Commission meetings. Upon 
subsequent interviews and conversations, the author found some 
opinions were based on incorrect interpretations or upon 
impressions made in past years that do not reflect current 
policies and practices. Consequently, the reader should regard 
some criticism as perceptions rather than factual statements. 

The criticisms are classified into two categories: structure 
and performance. They are associated with many complex issues 
that are subjected to the impact of many interest groups. 
Consequently, criticism from one group could be praise from 
another. For this reason, some criticisms may seem 
contradictory. 

CRITICISMS CONCERNING STRUCTURE 

1. Bureaucratic Structure 

Credentialing is too bureaucratic and burdensome. With the 
file storage of over 1.1 million credential holders, the ability 
to issue approximately 170 different kinds of credentials, and 
receiving over 100,000 applications per year, the criticism is 
not surprising. The records were converted to microfiche during 
the 1970' s and they are slowly being entered on computer tape. 
Since most credentials were issued for life, the Commission does 
not know what has happened to most of the individuals or whether 
they are employed in public schools. Consequently, all the 
records must be held. 
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Credentialing regulations have undergone constant revision. 
Currently, credentials are being issued under the Ryan, Fisher, 
and pre-Fisher structures. Each new piece of legislation brings 
changes, and the commission m~st create new guidelines and 
regulations, hence confusion. Sometimes the guidelines and 
regulations are unworkable and new ones must be written. In the 
past, especially under the Fisher Act, regulations were changing 
so frequently that few people knew what they were. 
Unfortunately, the memories of past situations and actions 
linger. Currently, CBEST is causing problems. Created by the 
legislature, the commission is responsible for its implementation 
and is often blamed for the adverse effects. Because of the 
short supply of substitute teachers who have passed CBEST, it is 
sometimes difficult to fill classrooms when a teacher is absent. 
Additionally, as mentioned previously, the effects of CBEST has 
reduced the number of applications, thereby creating a financial 
crisis for the Commission. 

2. Number of Credentials 

There are too many credentials. Every major reform effort 
has been aimed at simplifying the process. The result has been 
to submerge the various categories and authorizations within 
classes. At present, there are technically only two kind of 
credentials, "Teaching II and 1

' Services" credentials. The Fisher 
Act had five classes and before that, there were fifty-seven 
separate credentials. Today, there are fifty-eight documents 
that the Commission can issue if they are categorized by job 
description or specialties. One reason for the number is that 
each job description requires different, and often specific, 
training. Credentialing ensures that the training has taken 
place. Specific credentials also prevent mis-assignment. 
Districts are restrained from assigning personnel to areas for 
which they are unqualified. In theory, at least, teachers cannot 
teach special education or become counselors without proper 
credentials. The Fisher and Ryan credentials also attempt to 
restrict teachers to their area of academic preparation.· 
Teachers who hold pre-Fisher "general 0 credentials can be 
assigned to teach any subject. For example, physical education 
majors. can be assigned science and mathematics classes. 
Generally, administrators and school boards desire great latitude 
in assigning personnel, whereas practitioners desire 
restrictions. 

3. Loopholes 

One of the most demoralizing features of credentialing 
resides in the loopholes or the common practice of letting 
substandard teachers into the classroom. During the 1982-83 
school year, 14,860 emergency credentials were issued of which 
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67% were for substitutes. This practice is demoralizing for two 
reasons. First, it makes a mockery of the credentialing 
process. Figuratively, teachers are told that credentials are 
important until they are inconvenient to districts and the 
state. It indicates to teachers that their qualifications and 
status mean very little to those who authorize emergency 
credentials. 

The second reason is that the practice has allowed districts 
and the state to ignore fundamental issues concerning working 
conditions. Instead of addressing the issues of why districts 
cannot attract teachers or why teachers take so many days off, 
emergency credentials allow districts to have destructive 
administrative policies and working conditions and get away with 
it. 

4. The Language 

One of the more frustrating dimensions of credentialing is 
the language. "Credentialese" is foreign to those nurtured 
outside bureaucracies. Since the language often comes with the 
legislation, there is not much the commission can do even if it 
were so inclined. The same style of language used in legislation 
finds its way into regulations, guidelines, and explanations. 
Reformers seek to set their reform efforts apart by using broad 
words such as "general", "standard" and "clear." For those coming 
in contact with credentialing, these general terms can be 
confusing and frustrating, expecially for teachers. Moreover, 
some commissioners have admitted that it sometimes takes years to 
become familiar with the language. 

5. Membership of the Commission 

Commissioners often are nominated for appointment by 
state-wide organizations. Additionally, the governor may have 
political rather than educational priori ties when making 
appointments. Some appointments may be made for the wrong 
reasons. As a result, commissioners may have their own private 
agendas or ones which reflect the views of the organization that 
promoted their appointment. Commissioners sometimes advocate 
policies of the state-wide organizations (which they may honestly 
believe in) rather than those which would enhance the profession 
they are charged to regulate and oversee. 

6. Size of the Commission 

Some critics assert that the Commission is too large to 
conduct business properly or to attain consensus on issues. With 
twenty-two members, it is difficult to promote productive 
discussion. Linked with the diversity of interests, the large 
size also makes it difficult to bring consensus. Changing or 
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reducing the composition of the Commission appears to be 
difficult. Each constituency wants to protect its interest. 

7. Research and Investigative Capabilities 

While funds that the Commission collects are sufficient to 
operate the credentialing and record keeping operations, they are 
insufficient to carry on research, investigative, and enforcement 
functions with reasonable effectiveness. Considering the amount 
of data that the Commission collects and the teacher training 
operations that it oversees, reasearch on personnel, teacher 
effectiveness and curriculum are vital if education is to 
improve. The research staff is restricted by its small size, 
limited computer capability, and by its other duties. Since the 
CTC has used computers only since mid-1982, most data is still on 
microfiche. As a result, the CTC has little or no capability of 
electronically determining the composition of California's 
credential holders. It seems negligent not to be able to test 
the underlying assumptions of California's credentialing 
structure and the focal points of the Fisher and Ryan Acts. 

8. Coordination 

As mentioned before, there is no coordination of research 
and curriculum efforts between the CTC and other educational 
agencies. Research efforts are carried on separately without 
concern for common purposes. Since there are no links between 
the Commission's data base and State Education Department's 
management information system, very little is known, or can be 
known under present conditions, about personnel in California's 
schools or how they affect achievement. 

CRITICISM CONCERNING THE COMMISSION'S PERFORMANCE 

1. Policy Issues 

One of the principal criticisms of the Commission is its 
failure to address major policy issues. Many observers believe 
that the Commission should be enhancing the teaching profession, 
searching for and finding policies to make the profession more 
stable, more professional, and more attractive to able people. 
The CTC, its critics charge, spends too much time with 
regulations, guidelines and minor policy issues. Some critics 
find it incredible that a policy making body spends so much time 
in writing and analyzing guidelines and regulations. Most other 
policy making bodies leave this task to the staff. This 
inability to delegate this smaller rea~m of thinking and action 
has tended to frustrate policy makers and observers who believe 
the commissions's mission should be larger, especially in a 
period of reform. 
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2. Competence 

Perhaps related to the above criticism is another concerning 
the competence of the commissioners. Some appointees come with 
11 ttle or no knowledge of credentialing or the issues which 
surround credentialing and teacher preparation. Additionally, a 
few members have neither the inclination nor the time to learn or 
keep up with the quantity of work that the Commission requires. 
In public meetings, members sometimes display ignorance about 
issues and the profession. This behavior, along with members 
criticizing the legislature in public meetings, makes some of the 
commissioners appear to be naive which reflects adversely upon 
the whole commission. 

3. Goals 

It has been theorized that because of the lack of 
qualifications on part of some of the commissioners, the large 
size of the Commission, the lack of vigorous leadership, and the 
diversity of the membership, the Commission is prevented from 
organizing and taking concerted action. The Commission has not 
determined major goals or priori ties, al though such priori ties 
are a definite concern of some of the commissioners and the 
staff. The inability to establish a sense of mission with clear 
goals and priorities has hampered the Commission's etfectiveness 
in dealing with other governmental agencies and bodies. 

4. Leadership 

Its critics charge that the Commission does not exercise 
leadership in teacher education. But issues of leadership and 
goals are intimately related. Leadership in policy will not 
emerge without clear goals and priorities. The Commission has 
attempted some leadership in promoting its own reform legislation 
for the past three years. At the same time, the reforms arguably 
do not reflect the drastic changes that are needed if the 
teaching profession is going to attract academically able 
teachers. The Commission should be perceived as a leader in 
promoting excellence in teachers. 

5. Resolve 

Some observers contend that the Commission is being too 
responsive. Almost every group or individual is allowed to 
express their views and the Commission attempts to satisfy 
everyone. Some consider this to be both a major strength and a 
weakness. The strength is that all parties are allowed access 
and are heard. The weakness is that the Commission attempts to 
hear and resolve conflicting points of view without a clear set 
of goals. In an arena where no one agency will ever satisfy all 
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demands, the Commission appears unable to assert itself with 
resolve. 

6. Interest Groups 

Another concern is limited sources of information. Much of 
the information that the Commission receives comes from special 
interests either in the form of groups or commission members. 
With such diverse points of view, efforts to enhance the teaching 
profession or teacher welfare seem to get lost in the scuffle. 
In the opinion of many, the articulate members from higher 
education are the dominant force on the Commission. This is said 
to be the case even though several higher education members are 
ex-officio and do not have a vote. Others maintain that the 
Commission is overly influenced by unions and associations. 
Whatever the case, some groups and individuals appear to be 
promoting their own interests before those of teachers and public 
schools. Whether this is in the best interest of teachers and 
students is questionable. 

7. Communications 

Another issue related to information is the problem of 
communication with local levels. Both county offices and 
colleges and universities maintain various levels credential 
services. Credentialing has always had difficulty communicating 
regulations to the local level partly because the regulations 
appear to be constantly changing. As mentioned above, 
regulations are not written in a way that can be understood by 
teachers. Credential technicians in the county offices and 
teacher training institutions are not always well informed, and 
as a result, applicants sometimes receive conflicting opinions 
about credential requirements. 

The Commission and its staff are aware of the above 
criticisms. Many of them cannot be solved easily. Changing the 
structure alone will not eliminate many of the problems. Some 
are embedded in tradition, within the institutional memory and in 
the confidence (or absence thereof) that the Commission has for 
itself. As an organization, the Commission acts defensively. It 
knows that it is small and an easy target for criticism and 
legislative change. 
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ALTERNATIVE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES 

Given California's past practices and current conditions, 
four governance structures for credentialing appear feasible. 
One actually is now in practice; three others are useful 
alternatives. Further ones could be proposed, but the teaching 
profession requires a solid professional structure with clear 
goals, priorities, and leadership more than drastic or radical 
reforms. Thus, we have restricted this discussion to the 
arrangements which appear most reasonable under existing 
circumstances. These four structures are: 

1) leaving the Commission on Teacher Credentialing in 
its present independent status, 

2) returning credentialing to the State Department of 
Education as a bureau, 

3) placing the Commission within the State Education 
Department as a semi-autonomous agency, and 

4) leaving the Commission as an independent agency 
reporting to the State Board of Education and the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction. 

A discussion of the structures follows. 

I. The Current Independent Commission 

The current independent commission is a status symbol for 
teachers (at least to teacher organizations). Removing or 
weakening this symbol at a time when the teaching profession 
should be enhanced may prove troublesome. The accessability of 
the Commission by interest groups and individuals is considered 
one of its most positive attributes. Placing the commission in a 
situation where opinions concerning policy can not be fully 
expressed may be counterproductive. The maturity of the CTC may 
be approaching a point at which it can itself productively 
address some of the major policy issues that confront the 
profession. Furthermore, some commissioners express willingness 
to approach this larger realm of thinking. Perhaps this 
maturation could be expedited. 
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I ----------------------:------I Chief State I 
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If the Commission were to retain its present status, steps 
could be taken to strengthen and expand its authority. The 
legislature could mandate statutes that instruct the Commission 
to focus on activities that enhance and increase the 
attractiveness of the teaching profession, impose rigorous 
standards, address major policy issues, and establish 
priori ties. Possibly, mechanisms for funding and coordination 
could be provided to make the research, enforcement and 
curriculum activities more effective. Provisions could be made 
for expanded computer capabilities with the State Education 
Department's management information agency or be included within 
th realm of the educational information office that Michael Kirst 

is proposing. 3 Strong curriculum coordination links between the 
Commission and the Curriculum Commission could be established. 
Additionally, cooperative enforcement efforts could be supported 
with the Department of Justice. 

The primary disadvantage of leaving the Commission in its 
current status is the difficulty of overcoming its poor image. 
Regardless of the improvements that have been or could be made in 
its operations, the Commission's reputation has been severely 
flawed by past practices. A portion of the opposition is 
irrational in nature. Nevertheless, it contains attitudes almost 
impossible to reverse. 

Also, it can be argued that, in reality, strengthening the 
independent Commission is improbable, even if it makes sense from 
a public policy point of view. The legislature's poor opinion of 
the Commission prevents delegation of more discretionary powers. 
Because other licensing agencies are self-supporting, the 
precedent of expanding the Commission's activities with general 
funds is unlikely. Moreover, overcoming the CTC' s defensive 
organizational posture and attitudes, which are embedded in the 
institutional memory, will be difficult. 

3. Michael Kirst is proposing 
agency governed by a policy 
Department of Education. 

an educational data 
making board within 
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II. A Bureau in the State Department of Education 

============================= 
I CBE I --:---

I CSSO I ---·--. 

SOE Bur"eau of I 
Cr"edentialsl 

============================= 

Credentialing could be returned as a bureau to the State 
Education Department where it resided before the Ryan Act. As 
before, the bureau would be administered by the Superintendent 
and regulated by the State Board of Education. The number of 
interacting policy making bodies would be reduced and 
administrative and coordinating functions would be more 
centralized. Research, enforcement, and curriculum activities 
could be either merged or coordinated with the larger State 
Education Department. 

A disadvantage of making credentialing a bureau is that it 
would be within the mass of State Education Department 
bureaucracy. The access that individuals and interest groups 
currently have would be drastically reduced or lost. Moreover, 
interest groups and individuals would move the political process 
to the State Board, a process that is currently venting itself at 
the Commission. Also, the high visibility and status that 
credentialing presently enjoys as an independent commission would 
be lost. Like before the Ryan Act, the State Board would be 
unable to devote the necessary time to the complex issues and 
details associated with credentialing. Additionally, the need 
for the board to become educated on credentialing issues would, 
at least initially, weaken this structure. 

Although returning credentialing to a bureau may· appear 
attractive, important functions would be reduced or eliminated. 
Analyzing the myriad of proposed and enacted legislation, holding 
public hearings on proposed regulations, analyzing the 
implementation of programs, and attempting to accomodate various 
interest groups are just a few such activities. All are complex 
and time consuming and must be performed on a continuing basis. 
A commission of some kind appears appropriate. How to place the 
Commission so as to enhance the profession is the pressing 
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question. 

III. A Semi-Autonomous Commission within the State 
Department of Education. 

====~================================================g=== 
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As a semi-autonomous agency within the State Education 
Department, the Commission again would be under the policy making 
umbrella of the State Board and the Superintendent and their 
staffs. The Commission would respond to the larger aims and 
goals of state educational policy rather than reacting primarily 
to interest groups and the Commission's staff. The Commission's 
activities could be coordinated with the State Education 
Department and other agencies. Present strengths such as 
accessibility and responsiveness would be retained, and the 
present weaknesses of setting goals and priori ties, providing 
leadership, and coordinating policy would be strengthened. 

Putting the Commission in the State Department encounters a 
disadvantage similar to that of the bureau. The Commission would 
be submerged within a large bureaucracy which does not now have a 
reputation for being responsive or efficient. Whether the 
Commission is put into the State Department as an agency or a 
bureau, it will lose some of its accessability. For this reason, 
the commission could be given semi-autonomous status. To protect 
this status, perhaps a "report and monitor" link could be 
established between the Legislature and Commission. This scenario 
would help protect it from the State Education Department and the 
political infighting and administrative whims of the State Board, 
Superintendent, and their respective staffs. 

The Commission could be placed either under the direction of 
the State Board of Education or under the Superintendent, who 
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administers State Board policies. Under the Superintendent, the 
policy would be coming from one person rather from one policy 
making body to another. Chances would be greater for goals and 
priorities to be articulated more clearly. 

IV. An Independent Commission Reporting to the State Board 
of Education and the Superintendent of Public Instruction. 

================================= 
I ---- Control & Oir-ec:t I 
I I SBE 1--------------- I 
I ---:--- I I 
I Executive I I 
I -------- Sec:r-etar-y ---,--- I 
I I csso 1--------------1 CTC I I 
I ----:--- ------- I 
I I 
I ------ I 
I I SOE I I 
I ------- I 
---------------------------=-----

In this structure, the State Board of Education would 
control and direct the Commission on policy issues. Either the 
Superintendent or his appointee would act as the Executive 
Director. The Commission would be free of the struggles of the 
State Education Department and the whims of the staff of the 
Superintendent. Moreover, the Superintendent would be directly 
responsible for the administration and implementation of policy. 
The Commission would partially retain its independent status to 
symbolize the importance of the profession and gain policy 
direction that is considered its primary weakness. Strengthening 
the administrative structure, perhaps, would compensate for the 
loss of autonomy as a professional symbol. 

Moving the Commission under the State Board of Education or 
the Superintendent in any of the three alternative models could 
accomplish several purposes. The State Board could 11 control and 
direct" the Commission (as originally envisioned by Ryan), define 
major policy issues to be addressed, and provide goals and 
priorities. Armed with goals, priorities, and, hopefully, 
leadership, the Commission would be less vulnerable to interest 
groups. At the same time, individuals and groups would have 
access to the commission. Possibly, the Commission would be 
strengthened, act with resolve, improve its image, and over a 
period of time, gain the confidence and respect of the profession 
and the legislature. Perhaps more discretionary powers would 
follow, acting further to strengthen the Commission. A stronger, 
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more decisive agency would emerge, enhancing the profession. 

Ideally, teachers should have more participation in the 
setting of standards, the design of training programs, and 
control of entry into the profession. Generally, teachers have 
been advocates of higher standards and keeping sub-standard 
teachers out of the classroom. Under the present structure, 
practitioners are a minority on the Commission on Teacher 
Credentialing and believe that they should have more control of 
their profession. 

If the Commission were placed under the State Board of 
Education, much of the public interest would be represented on 
that body. Then, by reducing the public members and possibly a 
school board member, the composition could be changed to give 
practitioners a majority. The Commission would thus be reduced 
to a more reasonable size and the probability of consensus would 
be increased. Moreover, with practitioners controlling standards 
and entry, the profession would be greatly enhanced. 

As mentioned before, some commissioners are appointed for 
political rather than educational reasons and come to the 
Commission with little knowledge of the issues of credentialing. 
Appointments of the commissioners could be made by ·the State 
Board of Education or the Superintendent. Presumably, either 
party would make appointments more intensely in the interest of 
education than the governor. Furthermore, commissioners also 
could be chosen from an at-large basis rather than primarily from 
candidates submitted by state-wide organizations. Potentially, 
professional priori ties would be placed before those of 
state-wide organizations. 

A potential conflict of interest may arise in the above 
structure. The current independent commission is charged with 
maintaining standards. However, in times of teacher shortages or 
in areas where wo.rking conditions are poor, school districts may 
exert pressure· to lower standards. If past practices are an 
example, the State Board and the Superintendent are vulnerable to 
such political influence. Therefore, the Commission should have 
a strong and decisive mandate to accept policy direction from the 
State Board with the exception of diluting professional 
standards. Such a mandate would mitigate the potential conflict 
of interests between the State Board, Superintendent, and the 
Commission. 

These alternatives address major governance problems and 
possible solutions. Partial control of entry and standards could 
be achieved by a majority of practitioners on the Commission. The 
size of the Commission could be reduced to achieve consensus. 
Research, curriculum activities, and enforcement could be better 
coordinated with Education Department activities and have links 
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to other agencies. Major policy issues, goals and priorities 
could be directed. The probability of leadership and resolve 
would increase. Concerns of a more attractive profession with 
high standards would be placed before the influence of interest 
groups. Hopefully, an enhanced profession with increased status 
would emerge. 
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CONCLUSION 

At the beginning of this paper, the hope was expressed that 
the ideas and perceptions presented would stimulate further. 
thought and discussion. Easy panaceas are remote to the complex 
issues and problems surrounding credentialing. After all, 
teaching is a human endeavor whose outcomes often depend more on 
the force ot personality than on the goals or mandates of 
deliberative bodies. Nevertheless, the State has an obligation 
to require high standards in its public schools. If enhancing 
the teaching profession, even symbolically, promotes achievement 
of those goals, then the path to follow is clear. On the other 
hand, if credentialing is used as a scapegoat for the problems 
encountered in schools, the result of poor child rearing 
practices or society's ills, then the teaching profession can be 
left alone. If California wants an excellent teaching force, it 
must treat that force in an excellent way. 

Ultimately, one must question a policy's effect on 
students. Will an enhanced governance structure improve the 
achievement of students? This large question is without a clear 
answer. If a credential reform will enhance the profession and 
give teachers pride, there is a liklihood that, along with other 
improvements, classroom performance will improve. On the other 
hand, if the probability is small that positive results will 
occur, reform should be avoided. The last thing that the 
teaching profession or education needs is another failed policy. 
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APPENDIX 1 

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT OF CREDENTIALING IN CALIFORNIA 

During the 1950's, critics of public eduation perceived 
progressive education with its emphasis on preparation "for 
complete living" and on "life adjustment" occuring at the expense 
of academic rigor. Blame for the ills of education was laid at. 
the door of teacher education institutions because most of their 
courses emphasized methods (how to teach) as opposed to academic 
content (what to teach). Teacher educators were disparagingly 
known as "methodologists" and as "educationalists." 

On the other hand, some educators were attempting to 
professionalize the teaching profession by promoting the 
specialized body of knowlege offered by teacher training 
institutions and by gaining control over entrance requirements 
and licensing functions of the profession. This movement was 
known as the "professional standards movement" and had its roots 
in the National Education Association (NEA). Members of this 
movement were called "prof essionalists II by their critics. The 
primary antagonists of the "methodologists" and 
"professionalists" were the advocates of academic subjects or 
"academics." The now familiar theme that students were not 
prepared as well as they should be was being strongly espoused by 
college and university professors of academic subjects. Events 
such as the Cold War and the launching of the first satellite by 
the Soviet Union in 1957 set the stage for the Fisher Act in 
1961, as academic reform effort. 

Most of the controversy surrounding credentialing took place 
in the 1950's before the Fisher Act. In California, the 
"professional standards movement" was led by the California 
Council on Teacher Education (hereafter called the California 
Council). It was composed of representatives from all of 
California's teacher training institutions, eighteen professional 
organizations, and the State Department of Education. In 1954, 
the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Roy E. Simpson, asked 
the California Council to study the credentialing structure as a 
long term project. At that time, California had fifty-seven 
separate credentials and the structure was considered the most 
complex in the nation. By agreement, the California Council 
became the recognized advisory body to the State Department of 
Education. As a result, the California Council appointed a reform 
committee, composed mostly of professional educators. The Kinney 
Committee lits chairman was Stanford Professor Lucian B. Kinney) 
worked for two and a half years and made its report in 1957. 

Although most ot the complaints about teacher licensure 
centered around the large number of credentials and the highly 
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specific requirements to obtain them, the Kinney committee also 
addressed the issue of teacher licensure and its underlying 
assumptions. There were based on three principles: feasibility, 
professional responsibility, and interdependence. Teacher 
education was only feasible if conducted by the teacher education 
institutions considered the most effective agent to perform the 
function. The profession was responsible for maintaining its own 
standards. Teacher training programs, accreditation, and 
certification were all interdependent on each other. 

The basic principles of a sound credentialing structure 
were: (1) the credential should be a badge of membership in the 
profession indicating that an "approved institution 11 had 
selected, screened, and educated the professional; (2) 
institutions must accept responsibility for careful selection and 
high standards; ( 3 ) proper assignment of staff should be the 
responsibility of the school districts: (4) credentials should be 
reserved for those prepared in the field of education: (5) 
quality would be maintained through accredidation: (6) the 
credentialing structure should not specify the content of 
training programs: (7) direct application for credentials without 
institutional approval should be restricted, and (8) statements 
about credential requirements should be as general as possible. 

In keeping with these assumptions and principles, the Kinney 
Committee proposed that four credentials replace the existing 
fifty-seven. Five years of preparation were recommended for 
elementary teachers (as had been required of secondary teachers 
since 1906) with all these recommendations were within the 
philosophy of the "professional standards movement." Some of the 
Kinney Commission's ideas were to remain a part of the thinking 
of professional educators to this day. 

Superintendent Simpson moved cautiously and held a series of 
public meeting throughout the state during the 1957-58 school 
year. Many of the proposals were not received with enthusiasm, 
and in response, the California Council formed a second 
committee, the Stone Committee (named for its chairman, 
University of California, Berkeley Professor James C. Stone), to 
attempt to rectify the differences of opinion that emerged. When 
the Stone Committee reported in November, 1958, it proposed even 
more "drastic" reforms. Among them were reducing the credential 
types to three, specifying the academic and educational 
special ties on the credential, requiring additional degree and 
experience requirements for administrators, and permitting 
teachers to apply for credentials in seral ways. 

of the time can be perceived in 
Teacher educators wanted to have as 

teacher preparation, credentialing, 

The concerns 
recommendations. 
control over 
accredidation as possible. Teachers wanted the option to 
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for a credential without going through an institution and to be 
protected from mis-assignment by restricting credentials to the 
subjects and grade levels of their preparation. Administrators 
and school boards wanted credentials to be as general as possible 
so they could have wide latitude in assigning teachers classes. 
Some interest groups also wanted administrators to be more highly 
educated and to have more experience in the classroom. 

As with all past educational reform movements in California, 
many participants were involved. Although the california 
Teachers Association (CTA) had been represented on both the 
Kinney and Stone Committees, it developed a seperate set of 
proposals in 1956. The CTA proposed five types of credentials, 
restricting teachers to specific grade levels and subject fields, 
and issuing credentials only on the recommendation of teacher 
training institutions. 

The Northern Section of the Academic Senate, University of 
California, had a Special Committee on Teacher Education. This 
group suggested that teacher training put strong emphasis on 
academic preparation and to restricting a teacher's assignment to 
the field of preparation. The California Federation of Teachers 
( CFT) followed the Academic Senate's lead and also suggested 
barring non-academic majors from school administration, reducing 
education course requirements, and having the legislature specify 
the content of the credential programs. The CFT, which was small 
at the time, also criticized the "administrator dominated" CTA 
and the "methodologists." 

After hearing criticism of the Kinney Committee report, the 
State Education Department formed a committee of its own to 
analyze the report. That committee suggested that the changes 
were too drastic and allowed teachers to teach too many subjects 
at too many grade levels. Credentials should restrict teacher 
assignment by specifying fields and levels of preparation. The 
committee proposed three different credentials as alternatives. 
Additionally, the State Education Department was unwilling to 
accept credentialing as a system of professional licensure. 
Credentials were, in their view, an administrative device to 
regularize employment practices in public school, not a 
professional badge of membership. 

Another round of public hearings was held during the 1958-59 
school year, and the testimony convinced the State Education 
Department to be wary of the proposals of the California Council 
and the CTA. Subsequently, the State Education Department's own 
proposals were unveiled during a California Council meeting in 
October, 1959. The State Department proposals reflected using 
credentials to control assignment, but advocated using a "program 
review" approach to cerification, giving teacher training 
institutions freed om to design their own programs. The State 
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Department favored a method of direct applica~ions to the state 
for credentials without institutional recommendation. 
Superintendent Simpson persuaded the California Council to accept 
the structure in principle. 

As mentioned above, the Cold War, Sputnik, and progressive 
education brought forth critic ism of public schools. Critics 
accused teacher training institutions of offering courses that 
were academically soft, overlapping, and redundant. A poll ·of. 
teachers indicated that aside from student teaching, little else 
was of value to potential teachers. The issues were hotly 
debated in books and articles. Most influential among national 
organizations was the 3000-member, non-profit, lay-oriented 
Council for Basic Education, dedicated to quality in education. 
One-sixth of its membership resided in California. 

In 1958, in response to Soviet space achievements, the 
leagislature appointed a Joint Interim Committee on Public 
Education. The Joint Committee in turn appointed a distinguished 
twenty-seven member Citizens Advisory Commission. Significantly, 
six of the commission's members belonged to the Council for Basic 
Education. The Commission toiled for two years, held fifty public 
hearings, heard two hundred and fifty people and compiled 5000 
pages of testimony. The committee report stated that 
credentialing should be a joint responsibility of academic 
departments, schools of education, teachers and administrators. 
The candidates' academic ability would be certified by academic 
departments, professional preparation by the department of 
education, and teaching ability by the master teacher. Content 
of education courses was to be the responsibility of the whole 
institution, methods courses were to be dept to a minimum, and 
practice teaching was to take place early in training. A fifth 
year paid internship was proposed with few or no education 
courses. For elementary teachers, the undergraduate major was to 
be eliminated and a fifth year of preparation added. Secondary 
teachers were to have an academic major and minor and be 
restricted to teaching in their field of preparation. Five years 
of teaching experience were recommended as a requirement for 
administrators. 

In 1960, shortly after the State Education Department made 
its final proposals and they were approved by the State Board of 
Education, the State Senate formed a Fact Finding Committee to 
hold hearings on the proposals. Hearings were held in San 
Francisco in April. Al though Senator Hugo Fisher was the only 
senator to attend, almost every interest was present. The 
Citizens Advisory Commission made its report, and eventually most 
of its recommendations became legislation. Many of the teacher 
preparation positions were presented by various groups. In a 
suggestion that would have future significance, the CTA proposed 
creating a commission on credentials under the State Board of 
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Education. 

In January, 1960, the State Board of Education was advised 
by the staff of the State Education Department that if it did not 
propose a new credentialing structure, the legislature probably 
would create its own without the Board's guidance. At the 
February meeting, after three new members took office, a 
discussion ensued about the proposed credential structure. One 
of the new members suggested that the word 11 academic" should be. 
inserted in front of "subject matter preparation." This change 
would require teachers to have an academic major or minor in 
order to obtain a "standard" (full} credential and would relegate 
"non-academic" preparation to a "designated subject" 
crendential. Moreover, a "standard" credential (or academic 
preparation} would be required to obtain an administrative 
credential. The suggestion was adopted over the objections of 
the State Department staff who recognized the turmoil such a 
distinction would create. Later in the year, the State Board 
proposed a credentialing structure that took the form suggested 
by the Citizens Advisory Commission. At the November meeting, the 
State Board of Education was asked whether it wanted bills 
drafted for enabling legislation or for detailed legislation. 
Enabling legislation would give the State Board wide 
discretionary powers to create credentialing regulations whereas 
detailed legislation would leave very little discretion to the 
State Board. The State Board stated it preferred the enabling 
legislation, but instructed that both bills be written. Events 
that transpired in the interim are unclear, but in January, 
Senator Fisher introduced the detailed prescriptive legislation. 
This event marked the legislature's first extensive intervention 
into credentialing. The legislature was unable to trust the 
educational establishment to carry out the desired academic 
reforms. 

Senator Fisher stated that he was motivated by testimony 
heard on the Senate Fact Finding Committee and by an experience 
with his son's high school ci vies class. Half of the class 
covered economics. Every section of the class was being taught 
by physical education majors, and Senator Fisher asserted that 
something was wrong with a system that allowed this practice. 

There were other forces for change at work also. Governor 
Edmond G. "Pat" Brown and his staff had taken an interest in 
credential reform, and, perhaps seizing a political opportunity, 
stated in a joint session of the legislature in January, 1960, 
that improvement in education was his number one priority. 

Senator Fisher's bill was amended 150 times and went through 
eight major printings. It had a difficult passage through both 
houses ot the legislature and it generated much controversy. 
Bitter battles developed over the definition of "academic" 
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subject. Unable to come to an agreement, the legislature passed 
the responsibility for defining "academic" to the State Board. 
The inability of the State Board to make clear the 
academic/non-academic distinction was the primary reason that the 
Fisher legislation gave them "second class" status. The fifth 
year requirement for elementary teachers was eliminated at first 
because of the potential increase cost of teacher's salaries. 
Later, it was introduced for political reasons. Instead of 
de-emphasizing education courses and methodology, the bill was. 
amended to instruct the State Board to emphasize equally subject 
matter preparation, education courses and student teaching. The 
bill passed the Assembly Education Committee by only one vote. 
After that, Governor Brown threw his influence behind the bill. 
The legislature held a final vote on June 12, and Governor Brown 
signed the Fisher Act on July 24, 1961. It was to become 
operative on July 1, 1963. 

According to many observers, political educators had been 
defeated. The California Council and the CTA, which had 
previously carried considerable influence, probably suffered 
most. The conflicts had been largely fought over the issues of 
academic emphasis versus teacher education courses. The 
professional educators had mis-read the political mood of .the 
legislature, which decided to take matters into its own hands. 
The legislature contended that strong action was necessary and 
the traditional educational establishment could not be trusted to 
revolutionize itself. 

Among the major changes that the Fisher Act brought about 
were the following: (1) subject matter requirements were 
increased at the expense of professional preparation; (2) 
teaching assignments were limited to areas of academic 
preparation; (3) a distinction was made between academic and 
non-academic preparation; (4) the undergraduate education major 
was no longer recognized; (5) elementary school teachers were to 
have five years of -preparation; and (6) preparation in an 
academic field was required for administrators. 

Soon after the passage of the Fisher Act, Superintendent 
Simpson appointed a committee of professional educators to 
oversee its implementation. The State Board, under the 
leadership of Thomas Braden, a strong supporter of the Fisher 
Act, perceived the new committee as a threat to the intent of the 
legislation. Braden formed a sub-committee of State Board 
members which undertook the task of writing the regulations. 
Complex and intricate regulations resulted, which the State Board 
sought to correct by making minor changes whenever problems 
arose. By the mid-60' s, eighty-one changes had been made and 
very few individuals or institutions could cope with them. 
Elementary teacher shortages developed and the State Board was 
beseiged with requests for emergency credentials. With the 
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additional requirements of a fifth year and an academic major 
required for elementary teachers, many students were opting for 
secondary preparation. Complex regulations were making 
out-of-state recruitment difficult. The State Board soon 
relented on the definition of "academic" and "non-academic." The 
first to become "academic" was speech. A board member was a 
speech major. University of California, Berkeley then requested 
that physical education at that campus be declared "academic," 
and University of California, Davis soon followed with home 
economics and agriculture. Distinctions crumbled. 

In January, 1963, the articulate and conservative Max 
Rafferty was elected Superintendent of Public Instruction. Since 
the State Board had endorsed Mr. Rafferty's opponent, the 
relationship was uneasy. In addition, an open feud broke out 
between board president Thomas Braden and Rafferty. Rafferty 
recommended that the academic/non-academic distinction be dropped 
as an artificial and meaningless division. This 
"anti-intellectual" recommendation made Mr. Rafferty suspect both 
with the State Board and the legislature. Rafferty started 
exchanging open criticisms with Governor Reagan and subsequently, 
lost the governor's political support. Rafferty's complaints 
found support from superintendents who called the law 
"unworkable." Professional educators and the superintendents soon 
turned to the legislature for solutions to their problems. 

By 1965, bills were being already introduced to repeal the 
Fisher Act, academic/non-academic distinctions, academic majors 
for elementary teachers, et cetera. The only bill to become law 
was one allowing a diversified major for elementary teachers. 
Another important event in 1965 was the creation of the Assembly 
Committee on School Personnel and Teacher Qualifications with Leo 
Ryan as chairman. Ryan, arriving as a teacher from Nebraska 
years earlier, had been denied a California credential because he 
lacked some minor requirement. Be had lost income while making 
up the requirement and in the process, developed a hatred of 
educational bureaucracy. 

The committee held hearings for a year and a half and, not 
surprisingly, issued a report critical of the State Department of 
Education because the inplementation of the Fisher Act had been 
poorly handled. Hearings also revealed that colleges were 
delaying student teaching by requiring numerous methods courses 
before student teaching. Concern was expressed over the 
declining status of teachers and this decline was attributed to 
the exodus of the best teachers into higher paying administrative 
jobs. 

Merit pay was proposed as an alternative. Ryan introduced 
bills in 1965 and 1967, but concern over who would do the 
evaluating prevented passage. Rather than enhance 
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professionalism through professional control, the committee 
suggested the profession be enhanced by reducing class sizes, 
limiting administrator positions, making the classroom more 
attractive, and through merit pay. 

The report also exposed some of the administrative policies 
and practices of Max Rafferty and his staff. Relationships_ 
between the State Department, the Superintendent, and the 
legislature became more strained. The legislature reacted by 
moving various functions outside of Rafferty's reach. State 
colleges and community colleges were each given their own 
governing bodies. Because of poor practices, the Investigative 
Office of the Bureau of Credentials was abolished and the 
function was removed to the California Office of Criminal 
Identification and Investigation. During the same period, the 
Legislative Analyst's office published a report critical of 
credentialing procedures and cited many inefficiencies. The 
report also suggested state-wide examinations, that the bureau 
remain self-supporting, that comprehensible leaflets be produced, 
and that modern office procedures be adopted. 

In early 1969, the Joint Committee on Teacher Credentialing 
Practices was created and Assemblyman Leo Ryan made chairman. 
The social and political climate had changed and academic rigor 
was no longer as important as it had been in 1961. Institutions 
of all kinds were under scrutiny, especially the weak ones such 
as credentialing. The Fisher Act was becoming so burdensome that 
some concerned individuals thought it would soon collapse. 
Almost everyone agreed that changes had to be made. 

The structure of the legislature had changed during the 
1960s. Legislators and the standing committees had gained 
permanent consultants and the style and procedures changed with 
the consultants, sometimes exerting considerable influence over 
legislation. Denis Doyle became consultant to the Assembly 
Education Committee, exerted considerable influence over the 
future Ryan Act. The committee held two public hearings as well 
as traveling to the East Coast to become informed regarding the 
national trends. Although many of the arguments and complaints 
were similar to those of the Fisher Act hearings, "non-academic" 
interests were especially vehement. The Bureau of Credentials 
came under attack for its frequently changing and confusing 
regulations, inefficiency, and the "mental suffering" it 
allegedly inflicted on credential applicants. Legislators were 
warned that if action was not taken, the system would collapse. 
Characteristically, the CTA wanted a flexible credentialing 
structure with the details left to the institutions of higher 
education and subject only to state accreditation standards. The 
CFT maintained its position for strong academic preparation. The 
California School Boards Association l CSBA) was the first to 
suggest a commission composed of representatives from the State 
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Department, school administrators, the two teacher organizations, 
and school boards. It was suggested that the commission be 
directly responsible to the State Board and for program standards 
and accreditation. This "approved program" approach would 
eliminate the need for detailed transcript analysis. The Joint 
Committee was not receptive to the idea initially, but when 
similar proposals were made later by the CTA and supported by 
James Koerner of the National Council for Basic Education, the 
idea gained wider acceptance. 

By the second public hearing, the professional organizations 
had formed a loose alliance called the Cooperative Committee on 
Credentials, in hopes of presenting a united front. This 
committee advocated elimination ot the academic/non-academic 
distinction, easing the major and minor requirements, a 
diversified major, and requiring three instead of five years of 
teaching experience to be an administrator. Additional education 
courses for elementary teachers were recommended and the practice 
of giving life credentials to teachers who had just completed 
their fifth year requirements was criticized. 

The Joint Committee soon realized that the problems of 
credentialing were not confined to California. While looking for 
information in other states, the Joint Committee came under the 
influence of two critics of credentialing at the time, James B. 
Conant, president emeritus of Harvard and James D. Koerner, 
formerly of M.I.T. and executive secretary ot the National 
Council for Basic Education. Conant proposed placing 
responsibility of licensure with the president of the preparing 
institution, not the department of education, in certifying the 
candidate. This was similar to the "approved program" approach. 
James Koerner, on the other hand, was skeptical of the ability of 
institutions ot higher education to monitor themselves. He 
contended that they would become captive of the education 
departments. Koerner proposed a licensing board that would be 
independent of the State Board of Education. This board would 
consist of several groups which would act as checks and balances 
against each other. Mr. Koerner advocated reducing the influence 
of teacher educators who he called "educationalists." He 
considered them responsible for the deficiencies in American 
education. Leo Ryan and the Joint Committee consultant 
communicated with James Koerner, met with him on the committee's 
East Coast tour, and continued communicating with him extensively 
thereafter. 

The East Coast tour aided the committee to concentrate on 
its objectives, and in January, 1969, it had a draft bill that 
included a limitation on the number of education units required 
for a credential. It required passage ot a subject matter 
examination and and allowed seven years for teachers to complete 
their fifth year requirement. Also included was a proposed 
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fifteen member independent commission. 

In March, Ryan's bill was introduced. Its preamble stated 
that purpose of the commission was to relieve the State Board of 
the licensing burden and to create a system that was realistic, 
:tlexible, responsive and simple. The proposed legislation was 
controversial, especially its proposed use of examinations, on 
which minorities did not perform well. Some legislators insis.ted 
that there had to be an alternative path. As a result, a 
compromise was reached in which the examination could be 
"waived, 11 based on the completion of an approved subject matter 
program. 

The odyssey of Ryan's bill was marked with opposition, 
compromise, negotiation, and persistence. Many amendments were 
required to keep the bill al.i ve. Eventually, Ryan accepted 
enough amendments to placate opposition, or in CTA's case, enough 
that to oppose the bill would have been awkward. The bill made 
it to Governor Reagan's desk in August, only to be vetoed in 
September. Reagan agreed that reform was needed and should not be 
discouraged. But he stated that more consensus was needed. Much 
of the opposition had come from a Commission on Educational 
Reform that Governor Reagan had created in 1969. The commission 
later made its report in December, 1969, and it suggested a 
commission similar to Ryan's in which professionals would hold a 
majority over the public members. 

Among the other proposals of the Reagan Commission was the 
implementation of a series of teaching "ranks," the lowest being 
an assistant which did not require a credential, and eliminating 
credentials for non-teaching positions. Other suggestions would 
have statewide organizations submit names to the governor for 
consideration for the commission, and making the commission 
subject to "review and approval" of the State Board instead of 
"control and direction." Also proposed was abolishing the life 
credential. Although Ryan was philosophically in agreement with 
Reagon's commission, he thought that abolishing the life 
credential was politically too hot to handle. It took Senate 
Bill 813 in 1983 to accomplish that task. 

Again in the 1970 session, Ryan's new bill underwent another 
round of amendments, but there were several significant demands 
to which Ryan did not yield. The CTA wanted more practitioners 
on the commission and the School Boards Association wanted more 
public members. The State Board wanted exclusive power over all 
the commission's activities. Ryan also resisted removing the 
requirement that administrators pass a multiple subject 
(elementary subject matter) examination. 

Finally, 
placated or 

after three 
disarmed his 

years 
critics 
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passage of his bill. He used intense efforts on every front 
including personal letters, the media, lobbying, and enlisting 
the support of national spokesmen, such as James Koerner. The 
bill finally attracted the support of conservative Republicans 
and the California Taxpayers Association because of the money 
that the independent commission would purportedly save. 

The bill went to Governor Reagan on July 21, 1970, and wa~ 
signed into law on July 30. The new Commission for Teacher 
Preparation and Licensing was to deal exclusively with teacher 
credentialing and preparation. Many teacher educators predicted 
that the legislation would be unworkable. Ryan• s attitude of 
letting the technical problems work themselves out would later 
severely test the philosophy of the bill. 

Some of the early problems of the commission were created 
with the intent of the legislation and the nature of Governor 
Reagan• s appointments. The intent of the legislation was to 
reduce the influence of professional educators. As a result, 
some commissioners were openly hostile to teacher educators which 
promoted distrust between the two groups. A second factor that 
advanced mistrust was that the initial appointments were made 
more for political reasons than for educational ones. There was 
ideological infighting on the commission and some of the 
commissioners were suspicious of the staff and each other. 

The situation changed in 1973 when more moderate 
commissioners were appointed. The first executive secretary, 
George Gustafson, who was reflective of the defensive and hostile 
early commission, soon left after the more moderate group came to 
power. Under the second executive secretary, Peter LoPresti, an 
era of cooperation and trust developed between the commission and 
higher education. In 1979, the composition of the commission was 
changed and expanded to seventeen voting members to provide the 
public and school board members with a majority. 
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Appendi>< I 

DOCUMENTS ISSUED BY THE COMMISSION ON TEACHER CREDENTIALING 

The Education Code, Section 22450, names the credentials which 
the Commission is authorized to issue: 

44250. Types of credentials. The Commission shall issue 
only the following two types of credentials, which 
authorizations as hereinafter defined: 

(a) A teaching credential (b) A services credential 

The following is a list of the fifty~eight credentials, permits and 
documents issued by the CTC under present statutes. 
============================================================a=========== 
!g!£bins ~c~ggniisla 
1. Single SubJect 
2. Multiple SubJect 
3. Specialist: 

Agl"'icul t ure 
Bilingual/Cl"'oss Cultural 
Early Childhood Education 
Health Science 
Language Development 
Mathernat ics 
Reading 
Special Education: 

Communication Handicapped 
Gifted 
Learning Handicapped 
Physically Handicapped 
Severely Handicapped 
Restricted Severely Handicapped 
Visually Handicapped 

4. Designated SubJects: 
Adult 
Vocational 
Special SubJects 

4A. Limited Driver Training 
5. Eminence 
6. E><change 
7. SOJOUrn 

Services Credentials -------- -----------1. Administrative 
2. Librarianship 
3. Health: 

School Nurse 
Physician 
Dentist 
Dental Hygienist 
Optometrist 

-----------------------------------Source: Credential Handbook, CTC 
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4. Clinical-Rehabilitative: 
Language, Speech & Hearing 
Audiology 
Orientation & Mobility 

5. Pupil Personnel: 
Basic Pupil Personnel Serv. 
School Phychology 

6. Eminence 
7. Exchange 

Sgecial Authorization 
1. Resourse Specialist 
2. Designated SubJects: 

Supervision & Coordination 
3. Adapted Physical Education 

Egcroiia 
1. Children's Center (1961-66> 
2. Children's Center (1966-74) 
3. Child Development Programs 
4. Children's Center (present) 
5. Special Center 

Emergenc~ Credentials 
1. Teaching, Single & Mult. 
2. Biligual, Single & Mult. 
3. Specialist 
4. Clinical-Rehabilitative 
5. Health Services 
6. 30-day Substitute 
7. Limited Assignment Sub. 
a. Children's Center Permit 
9. 1-year Non-renuable 

Miscellanious Documents 
Miller-Unruh Reading Specialist 
Bilingual Cert. of Competence 
Certificate of Clearance 
Teacher Trainee Certificate 



Tl"PES OF PP.3-RY.A.N CREDEMTIALS 
I-A-11 

7-81 

1:--,-~ 1S~~ :." 
I. ... J:l,:"~er;s:-ten-:1::'1='7 

ne=er.ta.:'7 
.rwu.or n,~ 
J,:nior C:,l!ege 
Seccnc!.a.:'7 
Exct-.aa;e ( aepla.ced. b7 TC) 
Ve:"7 old ~7P• co=b1:ia:1on ~neral. Secoru!a.-,., 

includ.2g ne:~n:a..-1 and ot~~r aeneraJ. 
'?eac'"•=s 

wo. S'I.' • ws,,ec!al Teach!.~= ere~entialm 
P:-e-~!s!':e:-
1. Seconda.."7 (.U-t) 
2. Second.a.."'7 ( Avia;t10n) 
3. Secodar,r ('7oc:u:1cnal. .\g:"!cul~e} 
~. Seconcia..."'7 t!:.1:ed !.~ Des~g't'.&ted Sul,jects 
5. Seccnda..."'7 1:S !~~ess ~uca.tion ~ 

15. Secona.r., !.1:ited. m. '10ca.t!oaal SU3!:1ess 
7 Seconda..:'7 ( !l.!.•.d.) . a: Secona."'7 (Deal') 
9. Secocc1a..-,, ( ?oce::.aic!.:g) 

10. Secon~ !.:1 !cd~::-u.l A:-ts 

u. 
12. 

13. 
14. 
15. 

16. 
17. ·1a. 
19. 

20. 
• .%1. 
22. 2,. 
24. 

·25. 
!6. 
27. 
29. 
29. 

30. 
Jl. 
32. 

33. 
)4. 

.... 
z. 

l: 

Seconc!.:1..-,, t.!:ited 1.~ I::t!ustri&l .U-ts 
Seccn~, L1:.1ted Pa:t•t1:e 1:!. I."l.Ci~trial 

Arts 
Secor.da:"1 (t!:, !teac! .. ;) 
Seccnda.-r (~us!c} 
Seccnd.a.."'7 Li::.ited 1:!. ~ic 

Seconda.."7 ( Hu:-s!.-:..; !t!uca t!on) 
Seconc!.a:"1 (P:1!"':!a.ll:, St.;nted. Child) 
Seccncar: (?~~sical I~ucat!cn) 
Seco~-,- (?Jblic Satet7 a:-.d. Accident 

Prevention Includ!::.; Dri?er !d.ucat!cn 
and Dr:!. ver Tn~i."'-1) 

Sec:r.c!.ar,- (Sciences 3~s1c to ~ed.!ci.:e) 
Sec:::.:!a.."7 {?;ee:h .\:'ts) 
Sec:ni:i:i."7 (C:r-:-ect!cn ot Speec~ Detects) 
Seco:ca:7 Vccac1cr.a.l Class A 
Seconca.7 Voca:10r.al Cla~s 3 
Seccndarj Voca:1:c.l Class Cl 
Seccr.c!.a:-:r 7oca:!or.al Class CZ 
~!l!ta:7 Science a.n.c1 Tactics 
Adult ~ucati:n !.:1 Desio-:i:ited Sl:b;ects 
Adult ?c!.u:aticn (!.!;, !eaci:lo to na..-:1-ot'• 

Beu!::.g Adult) 
A4':llt ?duca:!cn tor Sher~ C'c!~ Cc1:'SH 
Class D Vocat!ocal 
Seccr.:a.7 Voca.t!:::al !a.rt-ti:e 2 !1.15!:l.ess 

Sub3ecta .. · ·· 
·secccc!.ary C ~.er.tall7 Ret~ed) 
!:X:e,c1cna1 C~drsn: 

Visuall.1 ilar.c!.!:appe4 
tleat' er ilar:1-ot-:£ea.:-!n; 
Speech c:~recti:~ and. :.1:, !ead!.::g 
Ment.a.ll7 aeta...--:ied 
O~chcpedic&ll7 Sa."U!ica~ped, !.:1clu4~ 

the Cerebral Palsisd 
IZrt ~ve:-:r old" tr,:e S~ecial. er ~~ted 

1eachin.; c:-scer.t~ 
Excl:-.a.c.;9 (Replaced by TC) 

c::.ld. ~el!a:-e and Su;,erv!s1:a. ct 
iealt~ and :evelc;ce:t: 

School llurse 
School PhYs1cim 
Scbaol Dentist 
School Audicce~:-!s: 
Dental ~;1en1st 
Scheel Ciltc:e::-!s~ 
Etc. 

ti~iamlup 

No. as 

t 
9. 

10. 
u. 
12. 
1). 

14. 
15. 
15. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

20. 

21. 
22. 
23. 

.... 
s. 
c. 
]). 

3. 

,. 

a. 

• ( Cor.t !.n':.le~ l 
Sec:r.::..:J ~~~col Ad:1.::!st:-at1:n 
Seconc!.a.'7 School Supe:-vis!on 
Spec:.al Subject SuQe:-v!s1on 
~neral Ad:.!::J.strat1cn 

Secor..d.ar,- School Ad:l!n!st:-at1on !:1 T:ad.e-
az:d I:dustrial Z:!ucaticn 

Supervisir.g Sob.col it:4gets 
Gencnl. Super-rision 
School Ps7ch0:etr!st 
School Ps7cholog!st 
The SuperviS1:n 
Pupil Person.~el Ser-ri:es: 

Buie: Basic 1'\.?:..l. Person:-.el Se:""1'!ces 
and Super-ris1cn t~.ereot. 

Basic + 1: aasic 1'upU Pe~omiel Se:-r..ces 
plus ls7chc=e1::'7 M-1 Su;,er
n.sica. thereot. 

l!as1c + 2: Basic Pu;,U Perscc::el Se:-r..ces 
plus Ps7c=,log:r and Su;,er-r.s!ca. 
thereot. 

-Ver:, old w tr,,e c::-e4ent!als in se:-r!ce a..~ 
sue~ as School i:."tecut!n 

Chilc!.ren•s :enter Per=.: (Replaced by?) 
Developcent Center ?er::!: (R•placed b7 1) 
E."tc~e (l!!~~.e4..~7 E,J 

A!e:::ieni:a..7 
Secondar., 
~17 C!11!.~oo4 !d~cat1cn 
Jwuor College 
Lbited Spec1al1:ed P~epant!cn: 

Menta.117 ae:a.~ec!. 
Speech a:d F.ear1.-ig ~.a:d!cap;ed 
Dea:' and Severel7 !lar4•ot'•*ea.r1.~.g 
OrtbOped!CGll7 !!a.~d.ica~?•d. Ir.:l!Jding ~~. 

Cerebral Pals1e4 
Vuua111 Ha..~d!capped 
r.n:-a:-iarJh.!p 

Rest:-!cted Srec!&l ?c!.ucaticr.: 
Dea.r-31!.nc • 
Dea..t and Severel7 £&:-d-.t'•*ear!.~ 
!ducable ~enta.ll7 Reta~ed 
V1su.all1 Har.:1capped !.::. M0tu.l!t7 
OrthopedicaU7 Ea.r.d!ca:,ped. Ir.clud.i.~ tha 

Cerebral. :&lsied 
Speech and Hea.:-!:'.g :?1era;i7 
Trai.-,able Mentall7 Retu:ed 
V1sua111 Rar.dica.;ped 

JUscella.~eous Crede~t!als: 
l. lrobaticr.a.., Teac:er 
2. Read!.~ S;ie:1alist(Replaced ~T ~-?.S) 
). So,1ou.-:1 C~ede:iti.l (?.eplaced. b7 ?C) . ,o. !r>T • wsta..~dar~ ~es!::-:ate~ !e~c~.1.-.= e:-e~e~t!al~ 

.L. s.as:.c ;,1J.l~:a.r7 J:-:.ll 
!. R.O.T.C. 
c. Adult ::d.ucation 
D. SW! :!..~es s :::c1~c:a. ~ !.en. 
!. ?ubl1c Sa.tet7 ar.d Accic!.ent ?r~vent!cn, 

,. 
a. 
!I. 
I. 
:. 
Jt. 
r.. 

Includ.1.0\o ~r1ver ?ducation a..cd ~riv~r 
T:'a1.-,,1::.g 

Mod.~:-:i Fore!;n t~-ua.ge 
Ind.U$t~!al .U-t$ ~ occ~?ational 
Vccat!cr..al. T=ado L"Ul Tec:.-uca.l 
Av1at!cn 
0Uts:an4!.ng E:u..~ence (~e?laced ~ TC) 
E::.i."lence ( Replaced l)7" ':C) 
Vocac1onal ,tg:-~:~tu:-e 

X. U=o•A:.er!:a.~ Stud.!es 

Ko. S!C • ~s:a.~da.M !e~!ces e~~~•~~!al~ 
"'-• 1-:.:;i l.l. :e:-:ior-'\ei .>e:--1:..:e.s 
B. !eal:n !cr-r1ces 
c. S\.';)er't1sion 
D. Ad::wu.st:-ac!czi 5. Zleun:a:7 School .\t::!."l!s:~tic~ 

i. Zl•:ienta...-i s:~.oc l s~;ieM!s1ca. - 32 -



APPENDIX 3 

COMMITTEE OF CREDENTIALS 
CASES ACTED ON FOR UNFITNESS OR INCOMPETENCE 

FISCAL YEAR 

1980-811 1981-821 1982-831 
=====================================l========l========l========l 
1. Number of active cases 4328 4433 4902 
------------------------------------1--------1--------1--------1 
2. Cases received for investigation 3525 2681 2726 
-------------------------------------1--------1--------1-----~--1 
3. Number of active cases closed 

administratively 2576 2257 2588 
-------------------------------------1--------1------- --------
4. Number of cases sent to 

administrative proceedings 

5. Number of sanction invoked 

71 182 300 

a. Application denial 4 58 72 
b. Credential suspension 19 39 67 
c. Credential Revocation 54 93 90 
d. Admonition for cause 44 142 
e. Other (grants, recend 

action, etc.) 10 9 26 
------------------------------------- -------- -------- --------1 

Total CTC Sactions 87 243 ~ 397 I 
------------------------------------- -------- --------1--------1 

Percer,t increase per year 1791■ I 63¼ I 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------=----------------------------
Sources: Eleveth Annual Report 1981-82, Twelth Annual Report 

1982-83, Commission on Teacher Credentials, Sacramento, 
California 
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PACE has sponsored several papers that deal with some of the 

most critical--aµd 

California education. 

sometimes controversial--problems in 

Al though PACE expects and encourages the 

authors of its reports to draw conclusions from their analyses 

and make policy recommendations, PACE itself does not thereby 

endorse or otherwise take a position on any of the conclusions or 

recommendations made. Rather, our mission is to stimulate and 

inform productive debate over some of the more pressing problems 

in education. To this end, we have appended the following 

reaction to the present paper. Since the following pages contain 

frequent statements that imply PACE's endorsement of the 

conclusions of this paper, we would once again like to remind the 

reader that PACE reports do not necessarily reflect the opinion 

of the directors of PACE or of the William and Flora Hewlett 

Foundation. 
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APPENDIX IV 

I\ 13 ·0011 r-PP.I L , .t::~ 

To: RA~~ BRo:I 

Fiu DAv\l ~!'NG . 
tc: RESP~SE TO DRAFT OF "CREDENTIALING IN C.0.LIFORNIA: ft.LTE"NATIVES FOR 

GoVERNANCE 

I lli0UGhT M~NY OF TiiE SPECIFIC CRITtCISMS YGU t,.ACE OF TI-iE PRESENT 

OPEPATION OF THE CTC WERE h'ELL TAKB~: 

1: THERE IS NO QUESTICN THAT TiiE co~·MISSI0N Pr.ESENTLY LACKS lHE 

RESECURCES, BOTrl IN EQUIPM:NT ANC STAFF, TO PERFORM TiiE RESEARCH AND RETRIEVAL 

FL1·1CTICNS TiiAT APPEAR NECESSARY TO A PROPER DISO!ARGE OF TI-iE TASK.S ASSIGNED 

IT I 

2°,· iHERE IS SOr-'E POSSIBILITY THAT ALTERING THE COMPOSITION OF TiiE 

CO.'-'MISSI0N TO CREATE PARITY OR A MAJORITY OF PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 

(AS AGAINST PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVES) J MIGHT HELP OVERC0t'E sc:~ CF ™E 

IMAGE PF.OELEMS YOU INDICATE, 

3: THERE SUP.ELY SHOULD BE fl!JRE COORDINATION \·IITH VARIOUS S:£ OFFICES 

AND OMR AGENCIES (ALlHOl.Y'~ IT IS MY IMPRESSION THAT t'ORE COORDINATION GOES 

ON TH/iN IS ACKNOWLEDGED IN TiiE DRAFT REPORT) , 

L/. \•:ERE liiE CGvt-1ISSI0N t-'iEMBERS APPOINlED THROUGH lHE EDUCATIONAL BUREAUCPACY 

RATHER THAN BY TiiE GOVERNOR., ONE MIGHT EXPECT GREATER CONTINUITY OF INTEREST, 

BLIT ~--OULD IBEP.E NECESSARILY BE LESS POLITICAL INFLUENCE OPERATIVE (CONSTITUENT 

GROUPS WOUU, STILL EE INTERESTED IN TURF PROTECTION) 

5 I PROBLEMS OF JAf1GON·,· THE PRESE~~CE OF 
11
T00 ~\ONY CREtSNTI ALs}' 

BUREAUCRATIC DIFFICULTIES OCCASIONED BY l.£GISLATIVE ACTION AND VARIOUS 

UNFORSEEN DEVEL0Pt1ENTS WILL, l FE.t\R·,· Bt Wini US E'/EN AFTER lliE POOR ARE GONE·, 
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\i\·HLE I NI. GRATEFUL FOR lHE ARTICIJL.ATION AND ORGANIZATION OF iHE 

CF.ITICAL C0:'1-'iENTS~· RALPH~· I AM ESPECIALLY SO FOR YOUR APPRECIATION OF 

lHE CONTEXT CUT OF \'.'HICH MUCH OF THAT CRITICISM CCfv:ES: 
11

THE CRITICISf1S AF.E 

ASSOCIATED 'tlllH MANY COMPLEX ISSt.;ES TrlAT Af;E S1.P.3JECTED TO THE IMPACT OF 

f'1ANY INTeEST GROUPS, CONSEQUENTLY, CRITICIS~ FOR ONE GROUP COULD BE PP.AISE 

2 

FOR ANOTHER·,·,, (pp lQ-ll) ft:RTHER·,· I DO NOT SEE HO~~ M'Y OF THE CRITICISMS 

FENTICNED ABOVE (oR sa-·E OF TI-IE OTHERS YOU MENTION MilCH I HAVE NOT DISCUSSED) 

\~OULD BE SIGNIFICANTLY OVERCOME BY lHE KIND OF STRUCTURAL ®.NGF. TnAT IS 

DISCUSSED IN TI-I~ ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS PRESENTED IN THE REPORT, THE ~-ORE 

GENERAL CRITICISH., \'4HERE STRUCTURE IS CLEARLY AN ISSUE., IS 1HAT OF 

"L.EACERSHI ?
11 

(QC( THE COi1MI SS ION'S FAILURE TO PF.OVICE SAME), I HE t•'OtELS 

YOU DE5CF.13E SUGGEST TWO APPROAC;ES OR TtiEORIE3 IN lHIS AF<.EA, 

iHE !=IRST IS F.EFLECTED IN THE PRESENT STRUCTURE OF THE COt':MISSION, IT 
INVOlVES ThiE PROCESS (SLO',~ J.ND PAINFUL,· TO BE SURE) OF HA/·11.ERING our 

COMSENSL:s., OF NEGOTIATING POSITIONS At·'OtlG RcPF.ESENTATIVES CF•,CONSTITIJENT 

GF.OUPS lHP.T co:•l?F.ISE THE co;.'MISSION AND OTHER REP~SENTATIVES ~AT HAVE 

ACCESS TO ITS DELIBERATIONS,.~ YOU IND(CATE IN YOUR DISCUSSION OF ll-lE 

PRESENT ARRANGEMENT.,· INCREASING "MATURITY" OF THE EXTANT MJDEL MIC:Hr 

SATISFACTORILY MEET t'OST OF lliE PRESENT CRITICISMS, 

THE SECOND APPROACH TO LEADERSHIP IS REFLECTED VARIOUSLY IN THE REMAINING 

t-'DDELS~- NUi1BER FOUR OF \'iHICH., l TAKE IT.,· IS THE ONE YOU PREFER·; lraED·.,· 

_TI-US t"OCEL DOES SUGGEST THE PROBP...3ILITY OF GREt,TER 
11

STRENGTii~ BUT ONE 

WONCERS IF THE PURCHASE PRICE WOUU::N'T BE TOO HIGH,· ls IT AT ALL PRACTICABLE 

CR EVEN DESIREAEL.£ TO BY-PASS CCNSENSGS POLITICALLY ARRIVED AT (HO-.cVER 

SHORT OF TI-IE IDEAL SUCH CONSENSUS t1IGHT BE) FOR A CLEAR·,· DECISIVE POLICY 

TI-IAT DEPENDS FOR ITS WPLEMENTATION lHOSE CUT OUT OF THE FORMULATION 

PROCESS? 
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LET ME M•i?LIFY lHIS QUESTION BY RAISING SOME ADDITIONAL ONES IN 

P.ESPONSE TO YOUR EXPLICATION OF MOCEL #4: 

1, SHOULD lHE STATE BOAP.D CONTROL POLIC:f AND THE SUPERINTENDENT 

ADMINISTER THE CO:-~ISSION, IT WOULD SEB~ POSSIBLE TO BY-PASS TI-IE SI'f 

BUT MiY ~;ouLD lliE CQ~ISSION BE EX81iPT FROM THE "WHIMS OF TiiE STAFF 

OF TI-IE SUPERINTENDENT' ESP!;CIALLY IF THE DIRECTOR \'.ERE (AS HE/SHE 'h'Ol.:LD 

f,'OST CERTAINLY BE) AN APPOINTEE OF THE Sl,?EP.INTENDENT (I ,E, STAFF)? 

2°,· WOULD "PARTIAL" ~ElcNTION OF Im;EPENCENCE PROVI!:E f':UCH OF A 

sy:~oL? THE GAIN IN Ar.MINISTRATIVE SThENGTI-1 AS A TR.~LE OFF FOP. LOSS 

OF AUTCN0~1'( SEEMS PROBLE?11\TI C, 

3, How COULD THE It'AGE OF THE ccn1ISSION BE I!-i?ROVED IF IT 

RECElvED ITS DIRECTION" GOALS AND PRIORITIES FROM THE STAT~ BOARD? ~iOULD 

IT NOT BEC01'1f1 ON Tr!E CONTPARY·,· MORE OF A FACELESS r iiCdAN I S:1 ( A SCRT 

OF APPENDIX IN iliE EDUct-.TlONAL BODY POLITIC)? 

4, rt°HAT GOOD WOULD ACCESS TO l}iE CCVMISSION BE IF GO~L5 AND PRIORITIES 

w'EP.E THE PF.OVICNE OF lHE BOAPJ): WOULD NOT PEOPLE INTERESTED IN "LEADERSHIP" 

FIGURE lHAT lliE ACTION WAS AT THE BOARD LEVEL? 

5, WOULD NOT CONTROL OVi:R lHE corMISSIO:~ !:sE A PYRRi-UC '/lCT RY FOR 

TEAO-ERS? Ir CONiROL AND DIRECTION h'ERE THE PROVUlC: CF THE BOAF'.D AN1: 

TI-IE SUPERINDENTB-IT" HOH CCUL.D TEACHERS PER:;UADE THEl-:SELVES THAT TriEY 

E,~RTED CONTROL OVER lHE IR PROFES$ I ON? 

6, Ho,, \~OULD V€STING TrlE PO'tiER o:= CCM'11SSION APPOINTMENTS IN TI-IE 

BOARD OR TriE SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE ELI.\o\INATE PCLITICS AND AVOID DEALING 

WITI-1 STATE OF'GAI'HZATIONS? ~!OUL.D THE BOARD .A.ND 11-lE SUFERINTENCENT KNOd WHERE 

ALL TnE PUBLIC SPIRITED FOLKS ARE? 
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7, FINALLY·., TO SUGGEST 1HAT IN MAKmG 11-IE CCH1ISSION SUBSERVIENT TO 

TliE SUPERINTENDENT AND THE BOARD IN EVF.RYTH I NG BUT THE SETTING OF STANCAPDS 

AND EXPECT THAT SUCH A 30tY WOUD PLUS LEAKS IN THE DI KE t>n-1 I CH WOULD BE 

TOO MUCH FOR THE PARENT BODIES TO STOP--THE PRESSURE TO INSTALL SUBSTANDARD 

IDCHERS IN TIMES OF E!'ERGENCY-IS TO Pl.JT PERi-fAPS EXCESSIVE CONFIDENCE IN 

"CONSTITUTlONALISri," 

It-. sur~.,- RAL0 H., IT SEEMS DL-SICUS TO ME THAT ALTERNATIVE t-ODl::LS 11ILL 

BE f/DRE SUCCESSFUL IN ~iEETING THE CRITICISM Tl-iPN TiiE PRESENT ONE, IT ALSO 

APPEARS THAT THEY S~CF;IFICE THE ESSENTIAL STRENG11-i OF Tr.E PRESENT ARAANGE:~ENT 

~,'HICH LIES IN THc AUTONOMY /.ND REPRESENTATIV~ NATURE OF THE Cot'MISSIC'N, 

{ ~JOULD HOPE TH;\T ~:E MIGHT FOLLOt/ YOUR SUGGESTIONS IN THE DISCUSSION OF 

THE PRESBNT t10DEL: BUILD ON \-IHAT 'IIE HAVE, AUGMENT ITS STRENGTHS., MINISTER 

TO ITS ~,'EAKNESSES, OVERC0:1iE ITS DIFICENCIES., RATHER THAN LOOK FOR QUICK 

FIXES IN STRUCTURAL CHANGES I Ir r"A.Y BE TRUE AS YOU SAY ' _. ON PAGE 

4 

17 TJ-!AT Tr!E C0~1MISSICN 1 S POLICY RECOt-'1'1ENDATIONS MADE OVER Tr: PP.ST SEVEPAL 

YEARS AP.E 
11

MJD~RATE AND 00 NOT REFLECT THE DRASTIC a-ttNGES TH/l.T ARE NEEDED,,," 

E.uT BE IT P.El"EMBERED THAT EVEN THOSE l?AJDEP.ATE PROPOSALS HAVE NOT BEEN 

.ADOPTED IN TOTO, AL.As., THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROME MAY BE A PROTR~CTED 

UNDERTAKING, 
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Analysis and Critique of 

"Credentialing in California: Alternatives for Governance" 

In March, 1984, a report entitled ''Credentialing in California: Alternatives 

for Governance" was completed by Ralph Brott, a graduate student in education 

at the University of California, Berkeley. Brott's report outlined the cur

rent structure in which licenses are awarded to public school personnel, 

described several criticisms of this structure, and discussed the advantages 

and disadvantages of alternative structures. The report was sponsored by 

Policy Analysis for California Education (PACE), which adopted the report 

in April. 

The present paper provides an analysis and critique of the PACE report by 

the Commission on Teacher Credentialing. The Commission is the chief sub

ject of the PACE report, and is grateful to PACE for the opportunity to 

respond to it. This paper attributes several of Mr. Brett's findings and 

proposals to PACE for the sake of brevity; the Commission recognizes that 

the PACE directors do not necessarily endorse Mr. Brett's analyses or 

recommendations. The paper treats the same topics as the PACE report: 

(1) the present structure, (2) criticisms of the Commission, and (3) 

alternative structures. 

The Present Structure 

In three pages, the PACE report provides a succinct overview of the present 

structure for licensing public school practitioners. For the most part, this 

portion of the report is accurate and balanced. However, one important 

function of the present structure is overlooked, and another vital function 

is distorted. 

Overlooked is the use of examinations in licensing teachers and specialists. 

Under state law, the Commission administers the California Basic Educational 

Skills Test (CBEST), and uses twenty-two standardized tests of subject matter 

competence. Examinations of bilingual competence are also administered to 

teachers, and additional examinations of bilingual competence are being 
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developed by the Commission. Approximately 100,000 persons have taken 

these exams during the past two years, so the Commission's use of exam

inations should have been included in the PACE report's overview of the 

current structure. 

The report also distorts the mechanisms of quality control in teacher 

licensure. When the Commission evaluates programs of professional prep

aration, its evaluators investigate the quality of programs by interview

ing candidates, supervisors, recent graduates and their employers in the 

schools. The evaluators ask questions like, "How well do graduates of 

this program manage student activities in K-12 classrooms?" If the 

evaluators determine that candidates in a program do not become competent 

practitioners, the Commission either terminates the program or obligates 

the university to improve the program within one year. The PACE report 

distorted the current licensing system by stating that "program review 

focuses on processes within teacher training institutions and not on the 

quality of performance of its graduates" (page 7). 

On the question of quality assurance, the report contradicts itself. It 

begins with the overgeneralized conclusion that "the CTC does not assure 

the quality of teachers" (page 6), but then goes on to say that "the only 

assurance of quality is that a candidate has completed an 'approved program' 

at a teacher training institution" (page 7). Under the law, in fact, 

quality assurances are provided by all of the statutory requirements for 

earning a credential: (1) possession of a baccalaureate degree from an 

accredited institution; (2) passage of the CBEST exam; (3) passage of a 

subject matter exam or its waiver; and (4) completion of a professional 

preparation program whose quality is periodically evaluated by the Com

mission. Of course, many readers would conclude that these quality as

surances are inadequate. But all readers deserve to find in the report 

an accurate and complete presentation of existing assurances of teacher 

quality. 

Criticisms of the Commission 

Seven pages of the PACE report identify the criticisms that some observers 

have leveled at the Commission. Generally, the author reports these criticisms 
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carefully and judiciously. The Commission has long acknowledged some of 

the criticisms, has successfully overcome many problems that existed in 

years past, and has sought relief from some of the conditions that cause 

the agency to be less than fully effective. The following paragraphs 

provide responses to some of the criticisms, and identify several signifi

cant problems that the Commission would like to resolve. First, however, 

some defects in the PACE report need to be addressed. 

The author of the report apparently interviewed four members of the Com

mission, four members of the Commission staff, and fifteen unaffiliated 

observers of the Commission. He also attended several Commission meetings. 

As a result of attending the meetings and interviewing Commissioners and 

staff members, "the author found some opinions (of the critics) were based 

on incorrect interpretations or upon impressions made in past years that 

do not reflect current policies and practices" (page 10). However, the 

report does not indicate which criticisms are well founded, or which ones 

are poorly founded. 

Moreover, readers of the PACE report are denied the opportunity to fully 

evaluate the information because the criticisms are not "attributed to 

any one individual or group" (page 10). Citizens who are concerned about 

teacher quality have a legal right to know how individual Commissioners 

vote on policy issues. Don't they also deserve to know the sources of 

criticisms of the Commission, its practices and policies? To cite allega

tions without citing sources is a characteristic of poor research in any 

discipline of inquiry. 

The report states the allegation that "credentialing is too bureaucratic 

and burdensome" (page 10), but does not adequately put this criticism in 

context. The "170 different kinds of credentials" that the Commission 

issues have been established by a succession of state laws during the past 

thirty years. The period when "regulations were changing so frequently 

that few people knew what they were" (page 11) occurred before the Co1TU11is

sion was established, when teacher licensing was a function of the State 

Department of Education. The report does not mention the laws that prescribe 

the Commission's regulatory procedures, which make credentialing more 
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bureaucratic than any other factor. The Commission would welcome a measure 

of relief from these procedures that are required by state laws. 

The report also states the allegations that "there are too many (kinds of) 

credentials," too many loopholes in licensing laws, and the language of 

teacher licensing ("credentialese") confuses many observers. Regarding 

the number of different credentials, the Commission agrees that 

one reason for the number is that each job description 
requires different, and often specific, training. Cre
dentialing ensures that the training has taken place. 
Specific credentials also prevent misassignment. Dis
tricts are restrained from assigning personnel to areas 
for which they are unqualified. In theory, at least, 
teachers cannot teach special education or become 
counselors without proper credentials. The Fisher and 
Ryan credentials also attempt to restrict teachers to 
their area of academic preparation (page 11). 

The number of credentials is a result of the efforts of specialty groups 

in education; attempts to reduce the number will inevitably contend with 

these groups. 

The Commission also agrees that "the common practice of letting substandard 

teachers into the classroom" is "one of the most demoralizing features of 

credentialing" for teachers (page 11). The Commission would welcome inquiries 

into the reasons "why districts cannot attract teachers" (page 12), and has 

sponsored legislation to raise the legal standards for emergency certification. 

Similarly, the Commission has sought to clarify the language of licensing 

laws, in order to make that language more consistent and comprehensible. The 

agency is therefore comfortable with the PACE report's treatment of the number 

of credentials, loopholes and "credentialese." 

The report states several allegations about the quality of Commissioners as 

policymakers. Perhaps "a few members have neither the inclination nor the time 

to learn or keep up with the quantity of work that the Commission requires" 

(page 14). However, to provide a balanced picture, readers should also be informed 

that many Commissioners are motivated by a desire to serve the general public, 

and that conscientious Commissioners spend great amounts of time becoming well 

informed about teacher preparation and certification issues. 
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PACE suggests that "the Commission is too large to conduct business properly" 

(page 12). Perhaps the number of seats on the Commission would prove to be 

too large if all of the existing seats were occupied for a period of time. 

In reality, however, vacant seats have always existed because the guber

national appointive process has been slow. As a result, the number of 

"filled" seats has rarely exceeded sixteen, and often remains at twelve 

or fourteen for extended periods of time. As long as the appointive process 

moves slowly, a reduction in the number of seats could leave important 

constituencies unrepresented for months at a time. 

According to the PACE report, the Commission's resources "are insufficient 

to carry on research, investigative and enforcement functions with reasonable 

effectivess" (page 13). The agency's effectiveness would be enhanced 

substantially by augmentations to its research staff, facilities and funding, 

because "the research staff is restricted by its small size, limited computer 

capability, and its other duties" (page 13). The report accurately charac

terizes these existing constraints, but does not mention any of the research 

studies that the Commission has conducted in spite of the existing constraints. 

Studies of subject matter preparation, pedagogical preparation, the beginning 

years of teaching, ongoing professional development, teacher supply and demand, 

and the licensing policies of other states and professions are a few examples. 

These and other studies have been conducted by staff members who were also 

responsible for evaluating programs, overseeing examinations, and planning 

agency goals and activities. A balanced treatment of the Commission's research 

capability would have included this information.· The report leaves readers 

with a mistaken impression that the Commission collects no data and conducts 

no policy research. 

PACE states that "there is no coordination of research and curriculum efforts 

between the CTC and other educational agencies,!' and •~there are no links 

between the Commission's data base and the State Education Department's 

management information system" (page 13). In face, several research and 

curriculum efforts have been conducted collaboratively by the CTC and the 

Education Department. In one of these, the CTC utilized SOE curriculum data 

to modify the subject matter preparation of prospective secondary teachers. 

A cooperative study of teacher supply and demand, and participation by CTC 
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staff in designing the licensure element of the SDE's "management information 

system, 11 are two further examples of collaborative research and curriculum 

efforts. Overall, the CTC and SDE have collaborated on more than thirty inter

agency projects s"ince. 1980 alone, A more balanced report would conclude that 

efforts to coordinate the activities of state education agencies need to be 

strengthened, not that such efforts do not exist. 

The report also alleges that "the Commission has not determined major goals or 

priorities, 11 fails "to address major policy issues," and "does not exercise 

leadership in teacher education" {pages 13-14). It is true that the agency 

spends time adopting guidelines and regulations to administer state laws, and 

that the Commission's regulatory, administrative responsibilities consume much 

of its attention, It is also clear that the mundane decisions of statewide 

policy require extensive deliberation when they are the product of consensus 

among several policymakers. In spite of these conditions, however, the Com

mission has set long range goals for itself, regularly prioritizes its many 

commi.tments and plans, often confronts and resolves major policy issues, and 

occasionally exerts leadership in professional affairs. Even the PACE report 

acknowledges that "the Commission has attempted some leadership in promoting 

its own reform legislation for the past three years" (page 14). But, the 

author continues, "the (proposed) reforms arguably do not reflect the drastic 

changes that are needed ••• " Perhaps the critics and the author would like 

the Conunission to pursue different goals, priorities, policies or leadership 

directions. It is misleading, though, to allege that the Commission has no 

goals, priorities, policies or leadership functions. 

PACE repo~ts that "the Commission is ••• too responsive ••• and attempts to 

satisfy everyone" (page 14). Also, much of the Commission's information comes 

from selected groups and individuals, so Commissioners are unduly influenced 

by special interests and "the Commission is unable to assert itself with resolve" 

(page 15). The Commission believes that consensus building is a slow process 

that is likely to yield effective policies because of the involvement of people 

who are affected by the policies. However, the process also frustrates many 

observers, who would like policymakers to settle issues quickly and resolutely, 

particularly when the resulting policies coincide with the critics' preferences. 

In the course of the consensual process, it is legitimate for special concerns 
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and interests to be expressed to Commissioners. The Commission adopts many 

policies, but few of its policies satisfy all individuals and groups who 

express special interests and concerns. The PACE report misleadingly suggests 

that the Commission is paralyzed by its sensitivity and responsiveness to 

interests and concerns whose legitimacy is suspect. 

Finally, the PACE report describes "the problem of communication with local 

levels" (page 15). However, the Commission's efforts to communicate cre

dential requirements to applicants, colleges, universities and school dis

tricts are not mentioned. As a result, the report leaves the mistaken 

impression that the communication problem exists because of Commission 

negligence, not in spite of the Commission's many dissemination efforts. 

Overall, the Commission acknowledges that significant problems characterize 

teacher preparation and licensing. Readers of the PACE report deserve to 

learn about the underlying sources of these problems, and the contexts in 

which they exist, as well as the Commission's many efforts to overcome the 

problems. Unfortunately, the report's incomplete and unbalanced treatment 

of the problems (1) misleads readers and (2) led the author to propose 

solutions that would not be effective in solving the existing problems. 

Alternative Governance Structures 

In seven pages, the PACE report discusses the advantages and disadvantages 

of four alternative structures for governing the state's licensure function. 

The first of these alternatives is the existing structure. In the three 

remaining structures, the licensure function would be moved to the State Board 

of Education, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction and the State 

Department of Education. These three structures vary in the extent to which 

the SBE, the SSPI and the SDE would control licensing. Because of their 

inherent similarities, the three alternative structures are treated together 

in the following analysis. 

The report states the many reasons why California should retain an independent 

licensing agency like the present Commission. "The current independent Com

mission is a status symbol for teachers;" to weaken it would send a demoralizing 

signal to teachers. 
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The accessibility of the Commission by interest groups 
and individuals is considered one of its most positive 
attributes. Placing the Commission in a situation where 
opinions concerning policy cannot be fully expressed may 
be counterproductive. The maturity of the CTC may be 
approaching a point at which it can itself productively 
address some of the major policy issues that confront 
the profession (page 16). 

PACE also suggests several significant "steps (that) could be taken to strengthen 

and expand ( the Commission's) authority" (page 17). For example, "mechanisms 

for fm1ding and coordination could be provided to make the research, enforcement 

and curriculum activities more effective," and "provisions could be made for 

expanded computer capabilities with the State Education Department's management 

information system" (page 17). The Commission strongly believes that these 

measures and other needed changes would alleviate and resolve many of the 

problems of teacher licensing in the state. 

On the other hand, the report misinterprets the disadvantages of the present 

structure. The author acknowledges that "a portion of the opposition (to the 

Commission) is irrational in nature," that many critics have "attitudes almost 

impossible to reverse," and that "the Legislature's poor opinion of the Commis

sion prevents delegation of more discretionary power" (page 17). In spite of 

these caveats, the report suggests that "strengthening the independent Com

mission is improbable, even if it makes sense from a public policy point of 

view" (page 17). The conclusion is a "Catch-22" because no matter how well 

the public and the profession would be served by a strengthened Commission, 

the author chooses to be dissuaded from this course by the "irrationality" of 

the critics. 

The report's treatment of alternative structures is also seriously flawed .. 

The author favors a shift of licensing authority to the State Dep.artment of 

Education in spite of the irresistible disadvantages of such a shift. In the 

State Department, teacher education and licensing "would be submerged within 

a large bureaucracy which does not now have a reputation for being responsive 

or efficient" (page 19). The policymaking body would "lose some of its 

accessibility," and 
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the high visibility and status that credentialing 
presently enjoys as an independent Commission would be 
lost. Like before the Ryan Act, the State Board would 
be unable to devote the necessary time to the complex 
issues and details associated with credentialing. Ad
ditionally, the need for the board to become educated on 
credentialing issues would, at least initially, weaken 
this structure. Although returning credentialing to 
a bureau (in the SDE) may appear attractive, important 
functions would be reduced or eliminated. Analyzing 
the myriad of proposed and enacted legislation, holding 
public hearing (sic) on proposed regulations, analyzing 
the implementation of programs, and attempting to accom
modate various interest group (sic) are just a few such 
activities. All are complex and time consuming and must 
be performed on a continuing basis (page 18). 

The Commission strongly believes that the public and the profession cannot 

afford to pay these costs of abolishing the independent licensing agency. 

PACE, however, would apparently have the state pay these costs. And for 

what advan~age? Perhaps the most striking feature of the report is the 

likelihood that the proposed solution to the problem would not accomplish 

its stated purposes. According to the PACE report, the immediate purpose of 

shifting the certification function to the State Board of Education would 

be to enable the Board to "define major policy issues to be addressed, and 

provide goals and priorities" for the Commission to pursue (page 20). 

Eventually, the long range purpose would be to enable the Commission to exert 

leadership in teacher education. "The Co~ission would be strengthened, act 

with resolve, improve its image, and over a period of time, gain the confidence 

and respect of the profession and the Legislature" (page 20). In fact, PACE's 

purposes would not be realized: it is inherently contradictory to expect the 

Commission to follow the Board's priorities and exert leadership in the pro

fession. The Commission's constituents would know that key decisions were being 

made by the Board, not the Commission, which would weaken the image of the 

Commission in the profession, in teacher education, and among the concerned public. 

PACE would have the Commission (1) lead and (2) follow at the same time, which 

could not work effectively because the two expectations are contradictory. 

Other contradictions occur in the proposal to make the Commission an 11adopted 

stepchild" of the State Board. The report proposes a structure in which "the 
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State Board of Education would control and direct the-Commission" (page 20), 

in spite of the earlier observation that 

under the Superintendent, the policy would be coming 
from one person rather than from one policymaking 
body to another. Chances would be greater for goals 
and priorities to be articulated more clearly ·(page -20) •· 

Why does the report settle for a structure in which goals and priorities 

would not, by its own account, be articulated clearly? 

Similarly, PACE expects that "the Commission would be free of the struggles 

of the State Education Department and the whims of the staff of the Super

intendent" (page 20). But "the Superintendent would be directly responsible 

for the administration and implementation of policy," and "the Superintendent 

or his appointee would act as the Executive Director" (page 20). Once the 

Commission's staff was placed in the State Department of Education, licensing 

policies and actions would inevitably be subject to the struggles and whims 

of the larger organization; it is unrealistic to expect otherwise. 

PACE claims that under the State Board's control and direction "the Commission 

would respond to the larger aims and goals of state educational policy rather 

than reacting primarily to interest groups and the Commission's staff" (page 19). 

Would the State Board be immune from the pressures of constituent organizations 

or SDE staff members? To the contrary, "interest groups and individuals would 

move the political process to the State Board" (page 18). One fails to see 

how the proposed structure would insulate policymaking from political pressures. 

The report also proposes that "appointments of the Commissioners could be 

made by the State Board of Education or the Superintendent. Presumably, either 

party would make appointments more intensely in the interest of education than 

the Governor" (page 21). But the author provides no rationale or evidence for 

this presumption. What is its basis? 

The author admits that "the State Board and the Superintendent are vulnerable 

to (the) political influence (of) school districts (which) may exert pressure 

to lower standards ••• in times of teacher shortages or in areas where working 

conditions are poor" (page 21). To counteract this political vulnerability 

of the Board and the Superintendent, PACE recommends that "the Commission should 
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have a strong and decisive mandate to accept policy direction from the 

State Board with the exception of diluting professional standards" 

(page 21). According to this proposal, Commissioners would be appointed 

by the Board or the Superintendent, and would accept policy direction from 

the Board or Superintendent. When the Board or Superintendent directed 

the Commission to dilute professional standards, however, the Commission 

would be required to resist the mandate of the appointive power. The 

improbabilities of such resistance seem obvious, but if the Commissioners 

were to conflict with the appointive authority over a policy directive, 

who would arbitrate the dispute? The courts? The Legislature? The 

Governor? Or the public at large? 

Finally, PACE argues that 

teachers should have more participation in the setting 
of standards, the design of training programs, and con
trol of entry into the profession. Generally, teachers 
have been advocates of higher standards and keeping sub
standard teachers out of the cla~sroom. Under the present 
structure, practitioners are a minority on the Commission 
on Teacher Credentialing and believe that they should have 
more control of their profession (page 21). 

To accomplish this change, the report proposes to make the Commission sub

servient to the State Board, on which "the public interest (is) represented." 

Then, by reducing the public members and possibly a school 
board member, the composition (of the Commission) could be 
changed to give practitioners a majority With practi-
tioners controlling standards and entry, the profession 
would be greatly enhanced (page 21). 

But would practitioners actually control standards or entry if the Commis

sion's policies and practices were "controlled and directed" by the State 

Board, whose members do not necessarily include any practitioners? The 

proposal would more likely be a "net" loss in the extent of self-governance 

by the profession. 

On the one hand, then, the PACE proposal would fail to accomplish its 

purposes. At the same time, the recommended solution would bear costs 

that the report accurately states: licensing matters 
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would be within the mass of State Education Department 
bureaucracy. The access that individuals and interest 
groups currently have would be drastically reduced or 
lost. Moreover, interest groups and individuals would 
move the political process to the State Board, a pro
cess that is currently venting itself at the Commission. 
Also, the high visibility and status that credentialing 
presently enjoys as an independent Commission would be 
lost. Like before the Ryan Act, the State Board would 
be unable to devote the necessary time to the complex 
issues and details associated with credentialing. Ad
ditionally, the need for the board to become educated 
on credentialing issues would, at least initially, 
weaken this (proposed) structure (page 18). 

Overall, then, the PACE report acknowledges the significant costs and 

negative consequences of its preferred structure, but does not con

vincingly demonstrate that the proposed structure would accomplish 

its stated purposes. 

Conclusion 

Toe Commission on Teacher Credentialing welcomes the interest and concerns 

of policymakers at all levels in statewide licensing issues. The governance 

of teacher certification is a matter of significant importance to the schools, 

the public and the teaching profession. Toe Commission believes that re

searchers and policy analysts should examine alternatives to the present 

governance structure. Alternatives to (1) the present size and composition 

of the Commission, (2) the mechanism by which Commissioners are appointed, 

and (3) the agency's statutory links to other state agencies, must be 

examined. At the same time, the research resources, fiscal stability and· 

policymaking authority of the governing agency must be strengthened so the 

public welfare can be served most effectively. Toe Commission is therefore 

disappointed that the PACE report critiqued the present structure incom

pletely and misleadingly, and that its proposed solution would bear signifi

cant costs and losses while failing to achieve its own purposes and goals. 

Toe Commission urges PACE and other policy analysts and authorities to con

sider and pursue other alternative paths to a stronger, more effective 

structure for governing the preparation and certification of professional 

educators. 
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